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T. T. D. MUSEUM PLATES OFSRIRANGA
BY

Dr. M. RAMA RAO
Professor of History, Sri Venkateswara University^ Tirupati.

This is a set of five copper-plates preserved in the T. T. D. Museum.
It is not known from which place it was obtained. I am editing the plates

with the kind permission of Sri G. Anna Rao, Executive Officer of the

Devasthanams.

Each plate has a dome shaped top and is 9.2" long, 6'* broad and about

1" thick. A stout copper ring, 3'
?
in diametre, passes through a hole cut

in the top centre of each plate. It has a seal, 1" in diametre, which contains

at the top two thick dots representing the sun and the moon and SRI VENKATA-
DEVA below. Below this k>g-*nd is a boar standing facing proper right with

an inverted sword before it. Below is a broad dotted line and below it a

rectangular projection. The plates contain Telugu numerals. The first side

of plate I and the second side of Plate V are not engraved and serve as covers.

The rims of the first side of Plate IV only are slightly raised. Still, the plates

_and the writing on them are in a good state of preservation.

The inscription is in 180 lines, 23 on the second side of Plate I, 22 each

on the first side of plate II and the first side of Plate III, 26 on the second

side of Plate-Ill, 23 on the first side of Plate IV, 25 on the second side of plate

IV and 17 on the first side of Plate V. The last line is the signature, SRIRAMA
in Telugj characters. With the exception of this line, and SRI VENKATESAYA

NAMAH, at the commencement, the entire inscription is in Sanskrit verse.

The characters are Nandinagari.

This grant contains 69 full verses and two half verses, placed between

verses 44 and 45 and 61 and 62. Of these verses, 120 are identical with

corresponding verses in the Mangalampadu plates of Venkata I (,.>./,.. I,

pp. 25 44). Verses 21 28 and verses 3044 are identical with corres-

ponding verses in the Utsur grant of Ranga VI (Ibid. pp. 44 60), the donor
of the present plates.

This grant registers, the gift of the village of Manellu alias Srirangaraya-

puram, situated in the Chandragirirajya, by the emperor, Srirangaraya, to

a brahman named Ra&havayajvan, The date of the grant is given as the

12th day of the bright half of the month of Vaisakha in the cyclic year Pari-

dhavin, corresponding to the Saka year counted by Gaja (8) Ritu (6) Bana
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(5) and Chandara (1) or 1568. The composer of the grant was RamakavL

son of Kamakoti and grandson of Sabhapati. It was engraved by Somanatha.

son of Kaniaya and grandson of Ganapayarya.

The verses figuring in this grant are Anushtubh 1-3, 26, 29, 45, 47, 48.

53-61 1/2, 63.; Sardulavikridita 4, 6, 28, 33, 35, 37, 38, 39, 42, 46, 49-52.:

Indravajra 12, 30, 31, 34, 40; Upajati 18, 20, 22, 23.43; Malini 16, 17; Vasanta-

tilaka 8, 13, 21, 27; Sragdhara 5, 41 ; Rathoddhata 7, 44; Prithvi 9, 14; Pushpi-

tagra 15; Sikharlni 10, 19; GitI 44 1/2, 62 and Sailasikha 11.

Abstract of contents.

Verses I 4 Mythical ancestry of the Araviti family.

5 6 Mention of Nanda, Calikka and Rajanarendra.

7-21 Historical ancestry containing the names of Tatapinnama.

Sovnideva, who is said to have taken seven enemy forts in

a single day; Raghava and Pmnama I, the lords of the city

of Aravidu; Bukka, who stabilised the kingdom of Saluva

Narasimha; Ramaraja, who defeated the army of Sapada
and took the forts of Avanagiri and Kandanavohi; Sricanga,

Ramaraja, Venkatadri and Tirumala and Raghunatha,

S,iranga, Srirama and Venkatadri of whom Sriranga. was

installed as the ruler of the Penugondarajya; Venkatapatideva-

raya, Tirumala and Sriranga, the sons of Ramaraja, of whom
Sriranga begot, among others, Sriramaraya,

28-40 Ramaraja II begot five sons of whom Sriranga had, by the

grace of the Lord of Seshagiri, two sons, named Pedavenkata

and Pinavenkata. Of these, Pedavenkata was made the

ruler of the Penugondarajya. Pedavenkata's grandfather's

younger brother, was Venkatadri who had a son, named

Sriranga. This Sriranga's son was Gopalaraja. This Gopala-

raja worshipped the Lord of Venkatasaila and at his command,

adopted Sriranga, the donor of the present plates and son

of Pinavenkata.

.41-46 The prasasti of the donor.

47-48 The date of the grant

49-50 The donee, Raghavayajvan, was the son of Kondubhatta

of the Bharadvaja gotra and Apastambhasutra and belonged

to the Akumalla family.

51-57 The gifted village was situated in the Ghitturisima in the

Arugondasthala in the Ponnakottam in Toyanadu in the

.
. Chandragirirajya.

63-64 Names of the composer and engraver of the grant.
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TEXT
FIRST PLATE . SECOND SIDE

1 $f)9ke3ii< ^FRT: I

2 ^5f ^rft'<H w*r ffrr%T t

3 IRHT cT8^ igr
2*rwr n

[

4

5 w^ff cwrR \ r

6 5^: \ airw^f ^spt^iwt ^rTT^G^
5^: M [?]

7

8 s

9 %9 m?ft injw 5T?% H I
cHcfcft

n
5ra*|:

12

10 fsrafzft fW3j ?^T cfPfT Kt% 13
*cf<T:

u
1 1

1 1 B2T*ft H*(^f% ^cHFT
1* ra^T TRf

32 ^arw sr^ ^fW^jftr T .t^pf 'i%r:
17 '

.

13 cf^tlTt f^Sf^jft
18 4^(f fj^ fv

Jt..A^^TT*
;

14 f^^ 19 ^n%^M^inrdf^^
15 m^T: It' cfrfsff ^3ff% cfTcff^ff

21

16

17
H^cfTf^cllcf I 3T^^qf 23

18 If g^t ^t^t ^tl^T4i<f<(f3lfif cfW: *ftPH*ffr
25

19 cr: \ \
m

;

. ?
27

16

17

10

18
2 -

.

25

13

14 27
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20

21 feRlffcf
31

II
[\s]

^^TftrPf 32 ^cR^tfcrf^ 33
TrfWrff 34

22 ^rrgpft^ftw^t
35

f^5F*TsrT*$ft i ^p^srrf'Pflf:
86

2 3

SECOND PLATE FIRST SIDE

24

25

26 a: *ff?^T i ^ar 41 ^WTsrH>TP? snflw

27 fspTpar gf
42

^rqfir ^^TITT ^r^rH TIHTTST g-

28 w n

29

30

36

37

3S

41

31 tpmfo
4e

fw^rsif srfm
1

n [?o] ^^rwtftrfrf

32

33 50

34 H cf gW%OT 52
f%f3ptf

5* f%f || [^.j]

36

37

28
-?:?TFr!

'

.
,

.

.43'

44

*3fJ
"N

. _

QT^jnTfrf 4o

31
ftspQ"^f 4fi

32
^ri^nfinft 4?

33
^-jff^f^- 48

35 -373 50

51

52

'
'

'

. 53

.:
,

.

'

54

40
55

56
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38 % srftw??
58

fta:
59

1 smra ^erafcf *m * 60 *-

39 FT f%3f ^rrfT ^F<45Tt ^fW^Ri'ft 61 n

40 *r <ff
6

41 srararfr firfcwwr ^i^fff *reKHc*ff
64

\ ff-

42 *ttejr<4 ftf^ff

43

44

45

SECOND PLATE SECOND SIDE

46 ft %^f^5HT %W TT5TT

47

48

49

50

51

52 n

53 ygrfir
7S

64 s 80 5rsFn* &1
?r ^I^M>M n

55

56

59
^-tp

73

80
tJn"JTf?f

7^

62 g^ 76

63 ^Rft 7?

65 fd**M<i4 79 TM: fia^flr

66
'^^TfsrfecfNf

80

*7 %T 81

Afl ___. R*>'*<*
^(Jvjff

19 jfuj'-jj'! S3

84 Omit the second

71 7T3TT- 85

5-
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57

58

59
90

60 sftro wfrfef ^icft
92

it

6 1

62

63 ?f:
m%&m t :

97
II ^ ? TTWT

64

65

66

67 ^ srfiif
102

fr %$: 103
qpftiW ^^r 104 ?r^ u

THIRD PLATE FIRST SIDE

68 ^ 105 ^if^OT% 106 ^T^^^r^
69

70

<f*ft
1U <frt*u?nw awtft n5 ftrf-

101

*** ii'Ti'i'i jjJi *JFV 102

103

srftRT i

gs
- -

. ^.-,1^-
loe

107

109

110

111

go ......

_.-..^ 113

M

115
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73 mftm: I ^STTOcf
116 WWW: 117 trsfaV

18 WStfeR: II

74 TTTtWW^ .

75 fo^iqiii
119

I

76 *nra *?% g
77

5|
T^ l22

sfrn*ro3($"&: *'Wl uft4*l*JTf?lf:
123

78 ^m cfTf
125

srf
3^^^ 126

79 ?rflt.(

80 %ii1ftdiFftc%r: 1 1

81 $cVI*(T': t

82 *V ^i %w fbt^T^i ftrf^<Ur 1S8
.^5ijf: t

83

84

85

86

87

88 ft II ^^ fhn^ ^4'3[^dH 137

89

THIRD PLATE SECOND SIDE

^HK'd:
* '

91

lie arenas iso

131

132

119
frfcMsgHHi

133

120 XJ4Pd/ 134

135

136

137

124 fljiyira I
' 138

139

1*0 yn^l^ 140

127 ^m^n^f^^ 141

124
fcl^lfeKkl

I42
f^srf%

1^9
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92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

: tl [?K]

i iRTV30
*m*rfipTT

tin

: i

II [V.] tfcf

?f?H 151
grar% u

1S*

lgs

158

159

160

161

162

163

164

165

166

167

168

169

170

171

172

j^n^rTft"
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ill ^qsnrV \ srref
173

1 1 2
fecfje? ?iH&4IH*ftafV llB f%^cTOW -176

113 ^ 177 U

1 1 4 Ism 17S wt^?nr^imlMcf 170

1 15

PLATE- FOUR FIRST SIDE

1 16 m 18!? 5TOim*5lw^t n. [42]

117 l84

138 tT: 5T^?TiT vrzf^T 5RTT^RtcfTT: 185

119 ^IT
tl*j<r<?f^*f ^R^ftfdg^WWV: It

120 ^flf^^'f
186

^^T^'SIT^rEFT
18?

*is"^^" ;

1S8

121 TT^cfi
189 n [^v] ^3i^r^^Tmrm

122 5TT: it [VK] 3Cf^^W^mfft^^ ftf-

123 c^Tfe
192fw^tfef^T 193

f5fc4 ^rfiTOcf:
194 U

124 faftrmfti%- 195d?r:-^^
125

126

127

128 OTtt U

129 grr^t 15^ w*rc ^^w u Y^ '^Twro-^r- 5-

130

131

173
i^pj^rf

187

174 ^rrar^T 188

175 f^ 189

176
^rjw

I9

177
q^Tftr^:

191

178 f^ 192

179 wmfq-cr m
180

181

182

183

184

185
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1 32

133 ifsiflfe I

134

135 $$*? w it

136

137

138

FOURTH PLATE SECOND SIDE

139

140 fvfsft I

141 w ii [K^] cf^^rnf csr&jfW ?ft ^car sr%cf

142 *nr^Tp5FCFI^r H^Uf^^tfMlfii^iwi
20?

JT I

143 VWftf W^f qrn^ffe
208^KWf JW^FT fefcf

209 ^!

144 ifiwF? w ?%r: ?ft^ trf?nFir
210

ir: qft^fr: n

146 cf^m 212Mfn^^^ ii [JOT]

147 ftW2frfT 214TT^^ 235 ^?^
148

149

150 SfFfiWFF *nfcr?f I! [X\j SrWIW

**1
^ ?ft?wfe*T?f I sflfdlriH if*f

21>*
<T?c^l IW-

i 52 qRtiifr^rf wftiw n [K^] f)^4^<fi1fir^r 21ft
IT-

153 MPllfit fifW I ftr

154 ir^TOiN
155 wtfw t

au

212

213

^}*|Trt|rj-j<j^|^g 214

s ,__
2is

216

217

218

219

220

10
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156 cfcf:
221

157 3f%"ST

158

159

160

161 ffo*: II [V(\

162 stft^r^wrFff *i*t^flwft
22S wR^crf ti

163 ^uwiftaRT W. 829^RWn II ft U

FIFTH PLATE - FIRST SIDE.

164

165 srefog ggfl^^^m %^ 230
uH|g^ n

166

167

168 W^TWTfMRiiwT 234 fftTmft<wJ t

169 irf

170 Tpt: U

.171 ?f i ^rr?noRF^f^^

172 ?^T ft^pf S'T
lR5rrWM(ft i

l*f
.

\

173 tr^uT ^w Pns^f ^r%cf n

174 ^rTT

175 fir

176 frsfrn^R' ^JSTT J T^ft^TTf *<'5fl|IT

177 ^fff RTro II [^] WTft ;

'

178 *TT ^nfrf *!>!% MHtftuft ^rsrfig: \

179 ^ mf%^: qrrf5qf3^

180 ^msisr: u \d? ri: u k

221

222 xrrerr 23

223

224 .apjfKi-q^
232

225 r!i;iTmi^ 23S

234

1S7
|}|-^

285

* ITT^hfV 23fl

11



Time of Mrcchakatika in the light of its mythological data
<

BY

ARYA RAMACHANDRA G. TIWARI, Ph.D.,

Head of the Depf. of History S.V. University; Vallabha Vidyanagar.

There is no unanimity among the -scholars on the time of Mrcchakatika

or its author Sudraka. Arguing about the time of Sudraka, Col. Wilfred

has identified him with Simuka, the founder of Andra^rtya dynasty and placed

him in 200 B.C. According to Shri M. R. KavL the life-sketch of Sudraka

as given in Avantisundankatha of -Eand'iv points to the identification of

Sudraka with Svati of Andiabrtya dynasty who ruled in Ujjain in cir. 56 B.C.

On the belief that Somila, who, along with Ramila, had praised the adventures

of Sudraka and that Soimila, being mentioned in Malavikagntznitra preceded
Kalidasa who flourished in I cen. B.C., some scholars have placed the time

of Sudraka in period earlier than II cen. B.C. Prof. Sten Konow, by identifying

Sudraka with Sivadatta of Abhira dynasty, placed him in cir. 250 A.D. The
fact that Vamana (800 A.D.) praised Sudraka as being famous for writings

exhibiting Slesaguna does not refer to the Sudraka in hand because one does

not find any trace of this in the present drama. Any attempt to fix the time

of Sudraka by referring to the times of all the Sudrajkas in Indian history-

is also bound to fail because there are too many of them dispersed over a

vast stretch of time-canvas.

Similarly, the attempt to fix the time of Mrcchakatika from its internal

evidence has also met with no better fate. The identity of one verse of

Kavyadarsa with Mrcchakatika, along with the then non-availability of

Avantisundarikatha attributed to Dandin, led to Dr. Pischel to believe the

identity of Sudraka and Dandin (VII cen. A.D.). The attempt at the identi-

fication of Bhasa with Sudraka on the strength of the common theme of the

dramas of both the dramatists puts Mrcchakatika in IV cen. B.C. Jacobi
on the astronomical grounds puts the time of Mrcchakatika in a period later

than IV cen. A.D. Jolly's analysis of the legal procedure described in the

trial scene of Carudatta finds its similarity with the procedure in law books
of VI and VII cen. A.D. The first quotation from Mrcchakatika (without

any reference to Sudraka) occurs in Dasarupaka of X cen. A.D. So Mrccha-
katika's tine should be searched somewhere before X cen. A.D., which is

the lower limit of our speculation. It is not improbable that Rudra Raja,
All the citation from Mrcchakatika are taken from Shri M. R. Kale's

**
Mrchchhakatika

of Sudraka
"

edition.

All the citations from VaL Ramayana" and Mahabharata are taken from their Gita
Press, Gorakpur, editions.

All the citations from Mrcchakatika are cited in pages only (g.e., p.12, pp. 16;25, etc.).
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referred to in Mrcchakatika, might be pointed at Rudradamajta (130 A,D.).

Similarly, it is worth noting that the word * Kanaka '

is not found before

the time of Kaniska (I cen. A.D.) So the upper limit of the time of this drama
cannot be placed before II cen. A.D. 1

Thus, Sudraka is sought to be living anywhere between 200 B.C. to

250 A.D. and Mrcchakatika is believed to have been written in a period

extending from iV cen. B.C. to VII cen. A.D. Under these circumstances

scholars will excuse vny attempt at fixing the time of Mrcchakatika on the

strength of its myth-content and see as to to which period the mythological
data of this drama points to as the time of its origin.

Before proceeding to analyse the mythological data of this drama let

me point out to the most ashtonishing feature of several incorrect references

coming out of the mouth" of Sakara. Queerly, at times his references are

very correct and at times they are so grotesque that it. is sheerly impossible
to infer out their correct counterpart. And again, some references admit

of only one alternative correct version and some two and some even more
than two. So. first of all. let us correct the incorrect references from Sakara

because inspite of their incorrect form they are obviously twisted versions

of the mythological beliefs current in those days and that even though the

relationship between persons described by him" might be incorrect but that

they were cherished in the mythological tradition of those days cannot be

denied. So even if patently wrong they stand as a good evidence of the correct

beliefs if we can infer them out and if the alternative correction in those cases

be not more than one.

For the purpose of correcting the -mythological references of Sakara,

all the references may be classified tinder the following six heads

, (a) those references which are correct;

(b) those references which admit of one correct alternative version;

(c) those references which admit of more than one correct
*

alternative

versions;

(d) those references which admit of more than two correct altei native

versions;

(e) those references the correct versions of which cannot be intuited; and

(/) those which refer to some personages only without stating their

relationship with any one.

(a) Correct references:

(1) Dragging like Dussasana, dragging (Druapadi) by hair2

(2) Vasudeva (i.e., Ktism) loved by ladies, 3

1. See M. R. Kale: Mrchchhakatika of Sudraka, Intro, pp. XIII XXV. S. N.

Dasagupta; A History of Sanskrit Literature, Vol. I p. 240 note 1.

2. p. 20. 3. p. 21.
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(3) Gandhari aunguished'at the death of her 100 sons/

(4) Yasudeva referred to as the best among men. 5

(5) Mother like Draupadi.
51*

(6) Gandharvas having well-built limbs. 6

(b) Incorrect but correctable references (with one alternative only).

Sakara's reference

(1) Kimti in the power of Ravana7

(2) Hanuman carried away
Subhadra, sister of Visvavasu 8

(3) Sakra, the Valiputra*

(4) Mahendra going to Lanka

through the sky, over the earth,

through the Nether region over to

Mt. Hanuman10

Correct version

Sita in the power of Ravana

Arjuna carried away Subhadra
sister of Vasudeva

Angada, the Valiputra

Hanuman going to Lanka

through the sky over the earth

from Mt. Mahendra

Incorrect bat correctable references (with two alternatives):

(1) Draupadi afraid of Rama*1
(I) (a) Draupadi afraid of Kichaka

(b) Sita afraid of Ravana

(2) Canakya seizing Draupadi by (2) (a) Kichaka seizing Draupadi
hair"

byhair

(h) Dussasana seizing Drau-
padi by hair

,

(3) Svetaketu, son of brave and (3) (a) Arjuna son of Pandu
valient Pandu"

(/,) Bhima son of Pandu
(4) Bhimasena son of Jamadagni** (4) (a) Bhimasena son of Pandu

(b) Parasurama son of Jama-
dagni

(5) Ravana, the Indra-given son of* (5) (^ Kama, the Surya given
son of Radha

(b) Arjuna, the tadra-given
son of Kunti

Radha

(6) latayu son of Dharma15*

4. p. 164.

5, pp. 172, 197.

5().pt 184.

-' P. 193.''

7. p. 17 .-'.

8. p. 18

9. p.. 182

(6) (a) Yudhisthira son of
Dhanna

(b) Jatayu son of Aruna

!<> p. 190

11. P. 18.

12. p. 27.

13. p. 31.

14. p. 20,

15. p. 3L
ISO) M. B. H. Adi. 66,69,70,
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(7) Jatayu son of Drona16
(7) (a) Asvatthama son of Drona

(b) Jatayu son of-Aruna

(c) Incorrect but correctable references (with three or more alternatives):

(1) Asvattha-na, born of Kunti from (1) (a) Asvatthama born of Krpi
Ra-rm17 from Drona

(b) Kama born of Kunti from

Surya

(c) Arjuna born of Kunti

from Indrat

(d) Bhima born of Kunti from

Vayu

(2) Dasakandha son of Kunti 1*
(2) (a) Dasakandha son of Pus-

potkata or Kekasi

(b) Arjuna son of Kunti

(c) Bhima son of Kunti

(e) Those references which cannot be corrected:

(1) Jatayu dragged the wife of Vali19

(2) In Bharata war Canakya killed Sita20

(3) Jatayu killed Draupadi
20*

(4) Kalanemi son of Ranbha20b

(/) Those references which simply refer to some persons as brave ones:

(1) Subhadhu21*

(2) Raja Rudra*<*

(3) Jatayu son of Dronaao*

(4) Canakya2^

(5)

(6)

It appears that Raja Rudra refers to Rudradamana, If this hypothesis
be correct we have two historical personages in these references, v/z., Rudra-
damana and Canakya, the former belongs to 130 A.D. and the latter to IV
cen. B.C.

The remaining mythological references can be classified under the

following headings:

(a) those which refer to the form and the ten-incarnations of Visnu;

(b) those which refer to the form and exploits of Siva and Sakti ;

(c) those which refer to the contents of the stories of Ramayana and

Mahabharata;

(d) those which refer to Indra, Kama and Kartikeya and

(e) Miscellaneous
'

'

.

.

:

'

. -.'
,.

'

'

.

'

-.16. p. 182. 19. p. 174
17. p. 31. 20, p. 182.

18. p. 20.
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Ii7| Visnu and his ten-Incarnations:

Visnu. 21 also called Kesava in this draiia, is described as a dark-com-

plexioned, yellow costumed, conch-bearing and disc-armed deity.
22 At another

place Visnu is mentioned along with Brahma, Siva, Surya and Candra. 23

The description of Vasantasena as a
*

lotus-less Lakslrmi
* 24

points (indirectly

to the concept of lotus-armed and lotus-seated Laksmi, the consort of Visnu).

The tearing out of the chest of a big demon
24*

clearly refers to the the exploit

of Nrsimha who tore down the entra'ls of Hiranyakasipu, Similarly, the

reference to the act of standing on one foot with the other foot stretch xi up
in the sky in an effort at traversing the sky

Mb by a second VisnuWc is resnin-

scient of the exploits of Va^ana. The regret of Carudatta that the lute

played upon by Redhila wai not born out of ocean25
suggests the story of

AmrtaTianthana wherein fourteen other giins were born: In this affair Visnu
had participated a^ Kacchapa-incarnation. The reference to the ocean being
filled with water only suggests the churn'ng away of its 14 gems through
AmrtaranthaTa25* His bird vehicle (Garuda) is referred to a;

"
the lord

of

(b) SI?a and Sakti: .

x .- t t
.

Siva has been described in this dr&-a by several epithets,. v/ar., Nilakantha, 86

Sarva,*7 Siva,
28 Isva-a 28a Sankara 28*> Sanbhu, 29

- Rudra, 80 Mahadeva81 and
Ha-a.32 He is described by the dramatist -as a crescent-crested deity,

33
always

immersed in fa-adhi while seated in a crossed-legged posture with snakes
twinned around his knees34 and the arms of his consort Gairi girdled around
his neck which is described a ; black a* cloud. 35 This bull-ensigned goda*

granted knowledge to his devotees ai his special favour37 . "The epithet
Daksayagnahanta38 points to the destruction of the sacrifice of his father-in-
law Daksa, by Siva (or his followers). Pa-vati or Gauri; described in this
book as Ambika*8*

is represented to be inhabitant of Sahya mountain
It is asserted that she killed Sumbha and Nisumbha. 40 Th6 offerings to

^!!^!L!^ were meant for Sapta-matrikas. '

' "

.'"

H1 ^^ " deSCFibed ^ ' C0ndl-beari"^ yellow-costumed dark.

p

'
' 3L P-'^&* p. 120. 9 1C

WP... 3

3

3

2 -

; f
24(6) p. 52 J Jf

P . nr . f!v
P-J-

. 67
35' P- 2.

.2k *
"-f

5 -

25(6) p. 77.
37' -P-3-

. . ... . .

26. p. 2
38 ' p - 245

27. p 3

"

38 - ^ PP- 172-73.

28. p.' 27.
. p. 241.

29- PP. 27, 96. ^'
P- 1"-

30. p 47
41 - PP- 14, 16.

42. p. 15.
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(W) References to the contents of the stories of Raraayana and Mafaabfearata:

Ramayana:

(1) Ravana, the king of Raksasas travelled by his aerial-car called Puspa-
ka vimana which he had acquired by dint of (power resulting from) pains under-

gone during his penances.
43

Mahabha~atar -

The reference to Arjuna's shafts pouring out Indra's collection of pearls
44

refers to the burning down of Khandava-vana by Krisna and Arjuna wherein
a clatfi of amis occurred between Arjuna and Indra resulting in the defeat

of the latter.

When conquered (by the Kauravas) at the game of dice, Yudhisthira

(and his four brothers) threaded their way45
(to the forest according to the

best) and (at one stage of their exile) left the forest to live incognito
458-

(in Virata-

naga^a). It is also mentioned that Bhima used his hands as his weapon.
46

Duryodhana's army was mightily proud of its power and was huge and

powerful like clouds. 47
During the battle at Kuruksetra, Ghatotkaca was

killed by Angaraja (karna) by his special weapon,
48 Sakti (given to him by

Indra). (After the conclusion of the day's fighting Asvatthama) Son of
Drona killed the K^atriya princes when they were asleep.

49

(e) . Indra, Kama and Kartikeya:

Indra :

Indra50 also called Sakra,
51 was regarded as the ruler of gods

52 and the

giver
53 as well as lord of rains. 54 The multi-coloured rainbow is described

as his weapon.
55 He lived in a very magnificent mansion56 called Nandana-

vana57 which was also the name of his beautiful garden as wellsa The light-

ening was compared to the lamp in Indra's palace.
58* The epithet Tridasa-

pati
69

. used for Indra in this drama suggests that the chief weapon of Indra
was his thunderbolt. His celestial elephant Airavata was fastened with
silver59* and golden chains.00 Some festival in his (Indra's) honour was
also arranged in those days.

61 He falsely reported himself as Gautama to

Ahailya
62

(to seduce her) and was called Balari 63 for having an Asura called
Bala. 64
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Kama:

Ka-rta,
65 also called Madana and Ananga,

S6 was worshipped in te-.aples

with gardens attached to them which young men and women frequent
66*

possibly during some festival. The advice of Madanika to Sarviiaka to stay

in Kamadeva chamber of the mansion of Vasantasena67
sugg -sts that either

the parlour of a courtesan was called Kamadevageha or there was sovne shrin*

or idol of Cupid there. It was believed that Kama burnt his victim's hearts

and destroyed his/her virtues688-. Rati, his consort, is also mentioned. 69

Kartikeya:

Kartikeya is described as
4 Shanmukha '

(Le. 9 six-faced) and
A

Kraunca-

satru
' 70

(i.e., enemy of Kraunca). He is depicted as the patron-deity of

thieves 71 who invoked his blessings at every stag: of their acts of theft. 72

Miscellaneous:

(1) Kanakacakti laid down rules for the breaches bored in walls by
thieves for theft. 73

(2) Yaugandharayana incited people for the release of (his master)

king Udayana.
74

(3) Rahu devoured moon. 75

(4) The mansion of Vasantsena is compared to the palaoe of Kubera. 76

(5) Tumburu and Narada were ranked among best musicians. 77

(6) Ravi (sun) and Candra (moon) were invoked along with Visnu,

Siva and Brahma for help and safety.
78

(7) Bhaskaranandi and Yogacarya are mentioned as the patron-saints

of thieves. 79

(8) The garments of Balarama are described as dark. 80

(9) Kalpavrksa is simply referred to. 81

Time of Mrcchakatika:

The following mythological clues are detectable in the above-described

mythological references in Mrcchakatika for the determination of its time:

(!) Reference to Krisna both as a baby and as a warrior;

(2) Description of Siva with crescent;

(3) Indirect references to Nrsimha, Vamana and Kacchapa incarnations

of. Visnu; and

(4) Allusion to Ravana's ariel car.
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I have made it clear elsewhere that the exploits of grown-up Krisna came

to be added to those of Balakrisna through the expansion of the personality

of the I atter in cir. beginning of IV cen. A.D.82
It has also been pointed out

by me that crescent was associated with Siva in the second-half of IV or the

beginning of V cen. A.D.83 and that Nrsimha and Kacchapa-incarnations of

Visnu were conceived in cir, end of I or beginning of II and V cen. A.D. res-

pectively. As such,
84 the reference to grown-up Krisna suggests IV cen. A.D. }

the association of crescent with Siva the end of IV or the beginning of V cen.

A.D. and Kacchapa-incarnation of Visnu some time in V cen. A.D. as the

time of Mrcchakatika. So the earliest period when Mrcchakatika could have

been composed, from the point of view of its myth-content, cannot be earlier

than the end of V cen, A.D. or even the beginning of VL Similarly, the

earliest time limit of this dra*na cannot be earlier than the end of the first-

half of V cen. A.D.

This conclusion is further fortified by the reference to the ariel-car of

Ravana. In this connection it is well to remember that Ravana is alleged

to have abducted Sita in a chariot pulled by donkeys
85 and not in his aerial-

car, which moved at the will of its occupant-master.
86

It is further alleged

that when this chariot was destroyed by Jatayu,
87 he flew away with his victim

Sita in his arms.88 There is no reference to his ariel-car. The Ramayana-
relief in Kailasa Temple, Ellora, according to me of cir, end of III cen. A.D.

shows Sita being abducted in chariot and ariel car. 89 However, we find a

reference to the snatching away of the ariel-car by Ravana frcm his elder

brother Kubera in Uttarakanda of Valvniki Ratnayana,
90

which, according

to me, was added to Val. Rama, in cir. end of IV or the beginning of V cen.

A.D. 91 So the reference to the ariel-car of Ravana in Mrcchakatika puts

the time of the latter as later than the beginning of V cen. A.D. and not earlier

than the end of IV cen. A.D.

In other words, Mrcchakatika was written during the period of the decline

of the Gupta empire. It depicts the anarchical condition of India when

the Guptas had lost their power and the Vardhanas had not yet emerged

on the political scene as a stabilizing force. This is exactly, according to

82. Tiwari: Chronological clues from the Exploits (Lilas) of Krisna (Summaries of

ths papers of 23rd session of the Indian History Congress at Aligadh (1960), pp. 23-24.

83. Tiwari: Indian Iconography and Mythology (Anand, 1957), p. 17.

84. Tiwari: Visnusahasranama -A Mythological Study (Journal of Vikram Uni-

versity II-4, pp. 135-36.

85. Val. Rama. Aranya. 49/19-20

86. Val. Rama. 1 Uttara. 15/39.

87. Ibid., Aranya. 51/16.

88. Ibid., Aranya 51/21

89. Ramayana Relief, Kailasa, Ellora, Register No. 3.

90. Ibid., Uttara, 15/37-38.

91. Tiwari: The Time of Uttarakanda-Book, VII Val. Rama. (Journal of Oriental

Institute Baroda IB/2-3, pp. 149-56.
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me, the period when Raghuva* nsa92 and Dasakumaracaritra93 were written.

One an even hazard a statement that the description of Agnivarna in Raghu-
vamsa can easily prompt one to infer the type of administration on. which

he would have presided and it would be in no way better than one described

in Mrcchakatika and Da.akuma~acaritra. Da^akumaracarilra and Mrccha-

k<*tika describe the condition of India from the points-of-view of ihe under-

world and the rained upper class respectively of the period when rulers like

Agnivarna would have ruled. And again, both of them go to the. extent

of depicting rogues capable of defeating fierce elephants singlehandedly.
94

In conclusion, in my humble opinion, Raghuva- ^ist, Dapakun;aracaiiia

and Mrcchakatikij form supplementary reading to one another. Together*
these three give a complete picture of the pre-Vardhana India in, more or

less, all its aspects, viz., political, social and cultural.

92. Raghuvamsa, according to me, on the the strength of its myth-content, belongs
to end of V or beginning of VI cen. A.D. It mentions Kama, Visnu, Lakshmi, baby-Krisna
Varaha, Vamana, Rama, Siva with crescent and Kacchapa.

93. The mythological references in Dasakumaracarita put it in cir. end ofV or beginning
of VI cen. A.D. The references point to Kama, Visnu, Laksmi, Varaha, Nrsimha, Vamana
Rama, grown-up Krisna, Siva with crescent and Kacchapa.

94. Cf. the exploits of Karnapuraka in Mrcchakatika and Arthapala in Dasakumara.
carita
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I Sainkhyan Theory of Knowledge :

1. The most important problem of any school of thought is the

problem of how and by what means one knows. Four important factors

are involved in any act of knowing: (i) the subject who knows or wills to

know and who ga
;ns knowledge for himself (it) the Object *of knowledge,

which may be other than oneself or even oneself; and (iii) the means

of knowing the consciousness of the self which relates the subject with the

object and brings the knowledge of the object to the subject and lastly (iv)

the knowledge of the object. There is lot of confusion in the minds of many
who equate the third and the fourth but it is clear that there is difference

between the content of knowing and the act of knowing.

2. Knowing is an all-comprehensive term that can be visualised or

recognized as (i) direct the subject without the mediation of the sense-organs

or other organs of intellect can know the object. But this kind of'knowing
is possible only when there is the subject as consciousness. However this

consciousness is different from or the original of the consciousness that we
have when we perceive any sensory object through the senses. Indeed to

most people consciousness itself is a. resultant of sensory or other stimulations

(internal Or external): so much so one school of thought has affirmed that

the soul is subject only when its sense-organs or motor organs are stimulated

by objects. This view of course is materialistic but it stems from the real

distinction between the consciousness that is supersensory and the conscious-

ness that is sensory and vital: though it is the same consciousness in so far

as knowing is concerned the contents that it brings forth are different in kind.

If consciousness then is the instrument of knowing it is seen that the subject
of this activity of consciousness is also in a sense the .source and ground of

consciousness and remains both the subject and means. However it is clear

that whatever may be the nature of the soul, it is only when it is subject that

its consciousness functions as knowing and brings knowledge of objects.

The question is whether the soul when not subject (when it is no longer knowing
the object, prakrti) is conscious or not. Samkhya here says that in this

condition the soul is having itself as object and thus the object and subject

become one and knowing is knowing oneself the object-subject identity

in self-consciousness is different from the object-subject difference in external

knowing and knowledge. The attempt to claim that in self-consciousness

the subject and object disappear is of course to affirm consciousness as the
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stuff of both subject and object and is an ontological extension. Samkhya

does not go to this point. It recognizes that the soul is consciousness because

it has consciousness and the identity between the two is clear, though its own

explanation of knowing entails that the consciousness itself is objectified

in knowing the object, and the subject though knowing is not so objectified.

The Object known is known through three ways : if it is the Subject it

is only known through Aptavacana or svanubhava: for the subject (soul)

is not either a cause or an effect. Objects are either causes or effects or both

causes and effects. This general assumption colours the division of the

pramanas: the Cause is known through inference or reasoning from effects

the effects are known through perception or observation. The effects for

the most part are the elements of nature (bhautika) and the sensory and motor

organs. Even manas is known through observation or introspection but

in relation to its causes. The basic knowing then is closely linked up with

the causal theory in so far as objects are concerned. It is true that whilst

generally causes can only be known through inference (sesavat anumand)

it is. also possible to arrive at the Cause through a direct awareness. But

of this there is no mention. Speaking about the characteristics of Buddhi,

it is stated that it isjnana, dharma, vairagya and isatva. The cognitive point

is clearly jnana or knowledge rather than an activity of consciousness or

knowing when conceived not as an activity or instrument of activity, since

activity is equated with causality.

The whole apparatus ofPrakrti is intended to be instrumental to knowing
or acquiring knowledge and for the preservation of knowledge for inspection

rather than itself being knowing.

The conception of causality will explain why it must be that knowing
and knowledge are indeed differentiated and the one is put on the object side

and the other on the subject.

Usually there are recognized three kinds of causes: the material (upadcma

or sanwvaya\ the efficient (nimitta) and the instrumental (asamavaya) and

a fourth is recognized as the prayojana (final cause of Aristotle), the purpose

of the creation or effectuation. In Samkhya we can clearly recognize that

the material cause is Prakrit, the nimitta cause is the nearness (Sannidhya

or samyogd) of the Purusa, and the purusa is not involved in the cause nor

in the effect' but has to be near for the creative evolution to take place, the

instrumental causes are the karanas, buddhi, ahamkara, tanmatras which

are at once made up of prakrti but are not present in the effects except in so

far as they are made up of by the prakrti of three gunas. This point of course

is to be considered seriously on the parallel of ihs naiyayfka version where

only the material cause is present all through,
8 but not the instruments like

stick, wheel and so on, or the Godhead or carpenter or potter who are the

efficient cause. The final cause or prayojana is patently the enjoyment of

the soul or use or utility.
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If knowing is said to be a kind of causality then there is serious difficulty

in respect of the involvement of subject in knowing. Even sannldhya is a

kind of causality but it is not immanent causality or satkaryavada. It is

amt-karyavada if we have to say it, the effect is not in the cause (immanently)

but it is causality in the sense of being necessary for the process of creativity

to take place.

3. Another important point we have to consider is whether we should

not make a distinction between having and knowing: We have knowledge

but we know the object; the knowing gets the knowledge of the object but

is not itself knowledge:

Ancient psychologists did have this distinction in mind when they

distinguished between
'

cit and jnana. Cit is the consciousness and is knowing

whereas jnana is the having of the form of the object or artha -jnana. Thus

whilst Brahma is called Sat cit ananda it is something different from Satyam

jnanam anantam Brahma. The Samkhyan attributes jnana to buddhi and

not to the purusa and as such jnana cannot be the attribute of the purusa.

That it can be knowing cit rather than having knowledge is clear. If this

view is accepted then it follows that the purusa is not having jnana from the

beginning, except in the case of Isvara or Kapila the founder and those souls

or persons perfect from the very beginning, but gain this knowledge. Thus

it is clear that only souls which have cit but notjnana or ajnanis who fall under

the spell of prakrti and her evolution, and their engagement in the perceiving

or seeing or witnessing of the drama of prakrti results in its getting rid of

ajnana and attaining jnana. Thus we see that the souls have to be of three

kinds, the ever-free Kapila like or Isvara, and the freed souls who have gone

through the witnessing of the drama, and ojnani&. Thus we find it is stated

in the Upanisads isaanisaujnaajnauthz lord and not lord, the knowledge

possessing one and ignorant (non-knowledge ajnana). This is consequent

on the very process of describing the founder and the freed ones, his disciples.

Jnana then is something that arises from the experience: it is perhaps there-

fore a derivative of \/~~ Ja: to be born. Knowledge is a growth in and through

experience and it is that which abolishes the ignorance which is the condition

of non-knowledge. That is why we pass from ajnana to jnana though ajnana

is usually equated with works like avidya it is clear that our knowing is a

an activity and vidya arises as a consequence of knowing.

The Purusa is thus characterised by jnatrtva: knowing capacity and

activity, and bhoktrtva: enjoying capacity or activity which are described

as saksitva: witnessing the drama. But activity is the most important thing

for it is that which reveals the necessity for iksatva: desire to know, to

perceive, to observe the objective world. Kartrtva or activity is precisely

what is involved in the two other modes of consciousness or cit, and all the

three lead to jnana or its arising. But kartrtva is omitted from the functions

of Purusa and referred to prakrtl The reason is not far to seek, it arises from
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the postulate aga
;n of salkarya vada: the cause must contain the effect: the

final knowledge must already be present in the cause kartrtva or karta

and the result Is that one isjnani from the very beginning and never an ajnani

and therefore liberated from the very beginning. The prakrtic dra~na is

either a lila for itself or not existent at all. Non-creationism ajatavada alone

can result. Gaudapada or Vaisnavism will result with a difference that

Vaishnavism considers that it is the play of the Divine for the Divine by the

Divine who is the Master of Prakrti and its self.

The postulate of inactivity (passivity) and activity respectively in

respect of Purusa and Prakrti is open to serious objections. Indeed

almost all the Vedantas seem to assume that to be conscious or cit

is to be passive rather than active. This original assumption brings

about the divorce between the theoretical and the practical: vidya and

avidya when the former is assumed to be the passive realisation of

the Self and the latter an activity that takes one away from S ?lf.

But activity need not be directed outside oneself and then it might be

called caitanyata rather than jnana and the externalised activity might

well be. called jnana that is arrived at through activity. This postulate

of contradiction between vidya and avidya or theoretical knowledge and

practical activity has been accepted without question by most samkhyan

exponents. However this is manifestly wrong: for jnana develops out of

karma or action and that is clear even in this system. The Buddhi in its

tatnasic aspect is said to have the attributes of yiparyaya (delusion, illusions

etc., adhyasa too perhaps of the Advaita Vedantd) y disability, contentment

which are obviously the fast fruits of contact between the Purusa and the

Prakrti, that leads the soul downward into involvement and enjoyment through
the wondrous powers revealed by prak'rtL But it is indeed this anubhava

of its depths that leads to knowledge which releases the soul from its identi-

fication (akhyati). Thus in respect of bond souls it follows that activity of

identification is a kind of jnatrtva that leads through suffering to knowledge

ultimately. The pravrtti is followed up by nivrtti a descent is followed

up by an ascent. The claim made by some that one must have experience

of evil so that one can discern the good and conversely that nothing is good
which is not known and chosen as such and evil therefore is fully to be known
and guarded against is clearly on the postulate that total knowledge includes

both the descent into evil and ascent towards the Good. But then whilst

it is inevitable, in a sense it is something that has to be known from a seer

who knows the totality of the process of Good and the evil; the former is

valuable and the latter unworthy. Therefore the teachers of wisdom compre-

hending both the paths the devayana and the asuryana taught the blind

seekers of pleasure in the downward and external path that the Good is to

be chosen and the good is that which will set one free from suffering, and
darknessthe tamasa and andhatamisra, the moha and the mahamoha and
thQ tamas that are the five forms of error (viparyaya).
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Thus knowing is an activity, it may be external and that leads to identi-

fication with objects when it tiies tn bring the knowledge (jnanakara ideas)

of the object to the subject. This may be wrong for they are not the self-

at all. This iray lead to activity (karma) and kalpana imagination and active

participation, Ahamkara is this siag-^ of involvement and iclentijS.cat.ion,

But to separate the theoretical from the practical activity is to make the very

process of knowledge and the arising of knowledge from activity impossible.

The Upanisad rightly has stressed that avidya or activity (karma) leads

to darkness, but knowledge can also lead to greater darkness as it were.

Therefore knowing, this that though the results of activity are one thing and

that of knowledge another, one should practice both of them, so that one

can ga^n conquest over death as also attain the immortal. Death being the

result of all activity, conquest over death would mean to know {jow of the

process of descent and the ascent through perfect acquaintance of the Nature*

and thus gain the state of being utterly free from its effects and delusive

possibilities (viparyaya). (cf, Isavasyopanisad).

Activity (kartrtvd) alone cannot be relegated to Prakrit whilst retaining.

jnatrtva and bhoktrtva to the purusa. Theoretical activity is as much activity

as enjoyment also is an activity. The Purusa thus is impoverished but that

is because it was felt that activity is always involvement and disinvolvement

is what is aimed at in Moksa. The path of reflection and renunciation being

negative activity it may be considered that that it is contrary to outward

activity. Samkhya however is assuming that every effect must be found

in the cause, and since activity is of the nature of causal activity it must already

possess potentially the effect. This postulate of sat-karya-vada vitiates

its whole conception of. knowing, knowledge, activity and enjoyability.

Thus the theory of knowledge in Samkhya suffers from causal

presuppositions and the process of knowing and knowledge are confused and

riddled with contradictions.

We have discussed about the nature of the knower. Turning, to the

nature and process of knowing it must be clear that there are at least four

ways for knowing:

(i) The direct knowing by the Purusa which arises at the last when
it is capable of saying

*

I know prakrti." This is not mediated even by Buddhi

for this is also discarded at that stage being a 'material instrument (karana).

(ii) The kind of knowing that arises when the purusa perceives the

modifications of prakrti through its first <evolute buddhi. Buddhi is said

to be the instrument of knowing and the cause of anubhava ofprakrti. Nyaya
too considers that buddhi is the karana for anubhava and describes that it

is capable of being our source of knowledge. Buddhi alone can be used

to perceive but such a knowledge can fall into either intellectual knowledge
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which h non-sensory or of the form of rea^ng based on the sensory

(wuwaiub Sabda obviously does not fall into this category.

(HO The knowing that happens through the mediation of manas is some-

times said to be a kind of manasa-pratydksa different fro;n wdriyagrahya

jmm which is sensory knowledge.

(iv) The sensory knowing which is had through the mediating of the

sense organs. These can be considered to be four levels of knowing:

fil caitya arising from cit of the Purusa,

(ii) Buddhigrahya

(iii) Manograhya

(iv) Indriyagrahya

It must be remembered that all are involved in the fourth kind of knowing :

three involved in the third, two involved in the second and only one in the

first. Thus thepurusa knows through buddhi, manas and indriyas in indriya-

grahya jnana. It is clear that the higher types of objects cannot be known

by and through the lower. Sense-organs cannot grasp objects relevant to

buddhi or manas, though manas and buddhi can gr*:>sp the objects of the

senses. Further the knowledge- got through them may be considered to be

truer bet of this there is no mention. However the falsity of a thing is

rendered possible when there are too many intermediary instruments,

We have omitted one karana na*nely ahamkara there is a kind of

knowledge that is got from and through ahamkara which is /"lore like "doing*

rather' than' passive knowing though there is hardly a doctrine of passive

knowing 'in Samkhya (& Nyaya). The individuative principle of ahamkara
isolates the knowledge as personal and particular and unique. (Ahamkara
is the cause of individuation into atomic particles in tanamatra). It is said
to be. perceived only in jogajanya jnana or manasa-pratyaksa. Ahamkara
has kalpona or imagination as a function or that which is divisive conscious-
ness

'

or knowledge.

Thus the instruments which help knowing are buddhi, ahamkara, rmmas
and indriyas. These give mediate knowledge or jnana. The faults of the
instruments will infect the nature of knowledge granted, hy them. The object
knowledge becomes erroneous due to faults of the instruments,

Samkhya does not mention except broadly about Nature Prakrti. It

has three qualities, gunas, that it is inconscient, acit, that it is in a state of
avyakta and becomes vyakta owing to the disturbance of the state of equili-
brium by the mnmdhya or nearness of '"Purusa. The Samkhyan knowledge
.1* true when it is- found that buddhi is disinterested (vafr<tgya\ and capable
and

.canjeadjq
dharma or right

conduct^ jhus if the Buddhi is satvlka

-isatva, contrariwise Tamasic Buddhi, S. K,
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knowledge will be true and capable and good, otherwise knowledge will be
delusive, incapable and leading to wrong conduct. Thus -much weight is

attached to the quality of the buddhi, and ipso facto of the ahamkara and
manas and the indriyas which have all to get purified by the sattva-Buddhl

That knowledge that originates in attachment and delusion is incapable and

wrong.

The true knowledge of the nature of Psakrti and its -modifications ct

objects is possible only when the karanas are purified. Thus Samkhya insists

upon the purity of the knowing process and the instruments used by the

knower. If the knower is ignorant and' pursues nature in a spirit of thirst

for experience without understanding (irsna) and wonder-curiosity, then

prakrti cannot be properly understood. There is for Samkhya no theory
of illusion as such as illusions arise fro:n the nature of the buddhi itself.

However it is due also to the ajna nature of the conscient (clt) purusa.

The theory of akhyati or non-observation is usually cLV\ned to be the

explanation of illusion or deiusi<m in Samkhya. It is not however evident

in the Katikas. It is true that the Purusa tends to identify itself with the

activities of the prakrtic gunas and modifications. This identification or

acceptance of the activities of prakrti as belonging to onself or as one's own
may be the cause of illusion for it is attachment to or interest in it.

The kartrtva of thz Purusha which is cognitive is different from the kartrtva

of the modifications of prakrti which are karanas or instruments at best.

The owning of instrumentality and thinking that the errors and disabilities

of them is one's own is the cause of sorrow for the soul. The non-observation
of the distinctness of one's self from prakrti may be the cause of delusion

or error. But more correctly we are not to think of the akhyati in respect of
the self and prakrti but in respect of objects in perception as such. And
if vlparyaya, error due to moha, tanrisra and tamos etc., are the causes they
lead to anyathakhyati rather than to akhyati.

The cause of illusion is always due to a superficial similarity in the objects
and not the similarity between the kanrtva'of the Purusa and the activity
of gunas. All similarity that leads to illusion is based upon non-observation
when simple but mal-observation when complicated by trsna, fear etc., The
objective illusion is different from subjective illusion. The very nature of

objects would be similar, so much so delusion regarding them, that is mis-

taking one for the other, is always possible. The theory that holds akhyali
seeks to solve the problem of error by recourse to mere jnana or knowledge,
whereas it considers that anyathakhyati will demand practical verification

of the doubt arising in the mind about a thing as different from what it is.

However verification of the hypothesis, first assumption, happens sooner cr
later. The question is whether knowledge is merely. passive or active: and

knowledge which can remove a delusion, and bring about the withdrawal
of prakrtic activities must be dynamic rather than passive sentience. However
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it Is clear that akhyati Is not mentioned a~ the cause of error or falsity

or unreality of objects perceived in Pratyaksa.

There is need to assume the distinction between cit and citta. Cit is the

substantive nature of the Puruta. Citta is the functional inseparable attribute

of puruza. Cilia can i~ndergo expansion and contraction but not cit for

it rettw'ns unaffected in essence. This concept of substantive-attributive

relationship between dt and cltta is clearly envisaged in Pa+anjalFs declaration

that union is arrived at through the control of the modifications, of cltta

titta-vrtii-nirQdha a control that brings it to itself or its substrate Cit. This

is clearly seen in the development that Ramanuja made whrn he called cit

as dharmi-bhuta-faana and ciita as dharma-bhuta-jnana. Here the substi-

tution ofjnaJia in the place of cit is undoubtedly a-nbiguous forjnanq is always

knowledge that arises whereas cit is the inherent nature which makes

knowledge possible. The contraction, of the dharma-bhuta-jnana or its con-

tracted state is the state of ignorance, but its fullest state is the state of freedom"

In other words it does not identify itself with the modifications of prakrti

or its karanas. The Upanisads however have used both words synonymously.

IL THE PSYCHOLOGY OF THE SAMKHYA.

What is the psyche with which we are concerned in Samkhyal This

is naturally the Purusa or Person.2
Usually it is said that this term refers to

the indwelling soul in a body an embodied being. However this does not

appear to be the original meaning in so far as the soul or purusa is considered

to be independent of and having characteristics other than that of prakrti
or original cause of. all manifest world. Prakrti means cause in Samkhya,
and this cause is conceived as having three gunas, mttva, rajas and tamos.

Purusa takes interest in prakrti or cause and the evolution vrttis, arise. Corres-

ponding to the changes or inequilibrimn in prakrti there happen changes
in a sense in purusa himself. The purusa is said to have cognitivity (witnessing
the cause -saksitva), it is also said to have cnjoyability (bhoktrtva); it has no

kartrtya. or power to do but it has undoubtedly desire to see the manifestation

of the cause This can be said to be conativity. These three can be recog-
nized as having a kind of correspondence to the three qualities of sattva (which
illumines),.'rajas (that which moves and manifests) and tamas (that which

being at rest gives enjoyability). The three modes of consciousness of the

purusa (dtta-vrtti) are exhibited through the three gunas of the Cause, and
thus the usual delusion or illusion that the body is the soul arises.

These three characteristics enfold the entire psychology of experience
of Nature (prakrti). Purusa is said to be a substance in so far as it has

pratyaktva (interior knowing or awareness cit), but it has paraktva, exteriority,
also in so far as other purusas and prakrti and its' evolutes are concerned.

2. Cf. Logic ofSamkhya: S.V.U.OJ. I960 Vol. III.

8
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The self or soul cannot be known it is said in its real nature except by qpta-
vacana (words of the attained persons who have gained the inner knowledge
or awareness of themselves). It cannot be known from the observation of

prakrti or even its evolutes. This is because of the delusion that the soul

suffers from thinking that it can know itself by observing its transactions

with Nature. This is- to treat the soul as part of Nature and the study of

Nature is concluded to be the study of self or soul. Behaviorism is the result

if not materialism. If ail the activities of the individual soul are identified

with the activities of the body and the environment and the nature of the soul

is sought to be got at by observing the behaviour of the several organs of the

body, mind ego and buddhi, then there is only a psycho-physical psychology
not a pure psychology.

(i) The soul is said to be cit. (consciousness or awareness). It is capable
of witnessing and enjoying Nature and it is said to be a kind of efficient cause

of Nature's evolution by its sannidhya (nearness).

(ii) The interest taken by the purusa in witnessing prakrti is due to its

original ignorance (ajnand) because it is sa ;d that even this nearness (sannidhya)

cannot provoke any pravrtti, evolution, on the pan of the prakrti, when the

soul becomes fully aware of all the evolutes and formations of prakrti and

finds itself to be different from prakrti. Cognitive, volitive and affective

curiosity is what stirs prakrti and makes its triple gunas which have been

in equilibrated motion (sadrsa-vrtti) into inequilibrated (visadrsa-vrttf) motions.

Ignorance (as curiosity or lack of knowledge) of prakrii is then the

characteristic of the purusa. But this means also that there are two stages

of the purusa, the ajnana stage that leads to prakrtic evolution, and the jnana

stage that leads to prakrtic involution. The jivas or purusas are thus of at

least two kinds, the liberated (jnanl) and the unliberated (ajnani)? A third

kind of soul or purusa must also be accepted; v/z., the nitya nmkta or eternally

free like the founder of the Samkhyan School, Sage Kapila. This becomes

plausible because he has never been under the curiosity of Prakrti having

known all from the very beginning.

Another reason also may be adduced. It is not clear whether one gets

at the cognitive or affective or conative mode of 'consciousness, (eft) in any

regular order. Any one of these may predominate functionally. The influences

of these on prakrti
9

s. gunas equally is not clearly envisaged. The Samkhya

disjunction of Buddhi into good (ya/fva-dominant) and bad (mway-dominant)

shows that th^ purusa may by chance get the good first and almost immediately

get the awakening without having to know prakrti in its' rajas and. tamo*

aspects though for a complete knowledge of prakrti (anubhava) they too

have to be known, but with the guidance of the higher buddhi it is just possible

that this may be done almost immediately. Thus whilst it is possible for one

who starts with good buddhi to end up in bad and then laboriously move

.* ~sT Up. says that there are two purusas one of the is jna and the other is ajna (Jna/nau).
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up again, it is equally possible for the bad buddhi to go down and ascend
to the Good (mttvika) and attain liberation. The nisus in purusa is for full
knowledge of prakrti (jnana) which is the liberating force. (Bhagavtd Gita
mentions about the a3ura prakrti taking it downward into darkness' whilstdaw prakrti takes it out of darkness and ascends towards light sattva).

The analogy of the la man and blind woman reveals the characteristicsoi pr.rn.on winch bring about their cooperative adventure in creation to*"her
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The self is always subject and never the object, accord :

ng to so:ne, and as

such self-knowledg" means something very different fro- 1 knowledge of

objects. But since the Self is counselled in Vedania as something to be known,
seen and entered into or known, thoug'it about and vneditated upon, and

lastly attained so as to beco:rie It, there is to be ass ir.tied that it is in a different

sense an Object of n an directly known by the soul without the "mediation

of material organs - buddhi, ahamkara, maras and the organs of sense and

action.

The question whether a purum can exist apart from any body is answered

in the affirmative. In liberation the purum is isolated (kevala) and it attains

kaivalya mukti or liberation of freedom fro: i all bodies. Ordm;vs

-y bond

souls continue to have so'.rte body or other. Thus they firstly have a llnga

sarira starting with buddhl, ahamkara, manas and the ten organs and tan-

matras. This develops the gross bodies which are discarded and assumed

according to desire (ka^a-karma), till finally both the sthufa (gross) and Imga

(subtle) sariras (bodies) are discarded. It is this libeiation from Imga-sarira

that is liberation really, for it is the cause of the transmigrations of the puntsa.

The liberated soul has no kind ofprakrtic body whatever nor can it acquire

one.*

That is the reason why the incarnations of God ate not sa?d to be of

the order of prakrti at all: they arc divya, divine, luminous. Samkhya is

not concerned with the problems of the Rsis or the liberated beings who

incarnate for the Good of all.

The necessity to explain the nature of prakrti arises because of its being

the source of bondage to the piirusa. To give the knowledge about its evolutes

or modifications is to help the crossing over of ignorance. Ignorance leads

to curiosity and wonder and fro'n it anses investigation or enjoyment or

both anubhava. The ultimate .attainment of jnana :,neans the end of the

search or the loss of curiosity.anymore. Valragya is precisely this detachment

from interest or loss of interest arising out of vlveka discrimination or mmkhya.

The psychology of the Samkhyan system, is strictly limited to the pio-

cesses by which the bondage to the soul arises and the kinds of forces that

help in the process. It also points out forces which lead to the loosening

of the bonds also and finally the cycle of education or anubhava is completed.

The souls are puriisa>xre really total personalities when they have gone

through the body of prakrti and have mastered its knowledge. In this sense

the cit becomes a purusa (purisa lord of the body or city of nine-gates as they

playfully say) or person and is emancipated from ignorance of prakrti (triguni).

The nature of Buddhi is described in two ways: its sativika aspect which

enables it to attain dharma, wisdom, dispassion and power. In general,
'

it is said to be of the nature of will (adhyavasaya). Dharma, or virtue, leads

'

'
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one to attain high planes of life or enjoyment; jnana (which is in a

sense ambiguous word being used for the Purusa himself) is wisdom about

Nature or Prakrtl that leads to beatitude of liberation; vairagya or dispassion

leads to that state when buddhi gets absorbed into the avyakta that annihi-

lates it as linga-sarira that leads to transmigration, and lastly power or aisvarya

which is described as granting the powers of laghima, amnia, garlma, mahltna,

vasiiva, Isltva and prapti. These mean irastery over the elements of Nature

as a whole. There is however mention of the tamaslc buddhi which produces

the contrary effects of sinfulness, ignorance, attachment and asakti impotence,

which lead to dwelling in lower planes or worlds, bondage, transmigrations

arid impediments in the body, disability. Vacaspati Misra commits the

serious mistake of saying that aisvarya means non-impediments to desires;

it should be non-impediments to freedom or control over the entire nature

and its modifications.

Speaking about the faults that arise, there is mention of four kinds

of faults namely error (viparyaya), disability and these two are surely what

make knowledge impossible. There is mention of contentment also as a

kind of obstruction. The wrong type of content: nent is said to be to be

contented with attainments restricted to buddhi; one should go to the final

liberation. Mere knowledge is not enough. Nor should it be said tha*

abstinence from external objects of sense is a sort of contentment. Vacaspati

says that abstinence is due to difficulties in earning, saving, wasting, enjoying
and killing. One is tempted to ask Vacaspati Misra whether these can be

considered to be bad or wrong. B. Gita definitely says that one could abstain

from all objects of sense and foods and taste. These of course occur only
when one attains the Param or the Transcendent Godhead or here in Samkhya
are knowing the self as different from prakrtl.

The explanation of siddhh in Samkhya is unusual and it is said to be an
interference to Jnana, though it is suggested that it is not so by Vacaspati
Misra.

They are said to be Uha: guess or insight not necessarily due to previous
life remembrance. (2) Sabda or apta-vacana oral instruction by a great

teacher, (3) adhyayana: study of the Vedas in addition to hearing it, 4) duhkha-

vighaia, triumph over sorrow of the three kinds, adhyatma, adhibhautika,

and adhidaivika, (5) Suhrtprapti: gaining of a true friend or Guru and (6) danam
or charity which is purifying of the individual The siddhis are not like

aisvarya with which usually these are identified in the Yoga Sutras but helps
towards thejnana. These siddhis.or attainments are surely those indispensable

helps or aids towards purification of oneself and one's entire adhara.

HI. GOD AND SAMKHYA:

Samkhya as it has come down to us in the Karikas does not refer to God.
But it does refer to some attributes such as Isatva of Buddhi. Isatva would
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only mean that one is master of the categories ofprakrti and as such is capable

of enjoying them fully. Or it may mean that the soul acquiring this purified

satvlka buddhi is not deluded by the allurements which had previously led

it down the ladder of evolution towards disability and contentment with

ignorance and one's lot.

God as we know it is considered to be (i) the creator of the entire universe

and its sustainer and destroyer too this is the definition given by the Vedanta

sutras I (1.2) God in the sa'-nkhyan system is prakrti for it is that which

evolves and involves and supports the entire evolution of the categories and

diversifies itself. But God ib not only the creator and sustainer and destroyer,

he is also said to be the material and efficient cause of the Universe. Surely

the material cause of the world is Pfakrti in Samkhya. But as to efficient

causality it is rather doubtful though by making it active or rather changing

thanks to its triple gtmas is an attempt to grant efficient causality of a kind

to prakrti. The real efficient causality in Samkhya is the nearness (sannidhya

samyogd) of an ignorant (ajna) purusa to prakrti. We have to insist on the

purusa being ajna (ignorant) because the jna purusa will not take interest

in the play and evolutionary lila or drama of prakrti. The jnani is one who

declares "1 have seen the prakrti" and at that moment prakrti also withdraws

from all activity and arrives at its own avyakia state (laya) saying "I have been

seen.** Thus ajna purusa is the causa efficienoe of the prakrtic evolution.

The God is thus either an acit prakrti or an ajna purusa and the need for

the Brahman of the Vedanta or Isvara is out of place. However our usual

definition of God as omnipotent and omniscient Creator and destroyer

of the Universe has no relevance in Samkhya. There can hardly.be the

process if such a God exists. Nor can he be proved at all. The Samkhyan

system thus cannot find any way by which it could prove from the existence

of prakrti or the purusa as a bond soul the existence of Omniscient Creator

etc., God.

However the existence of Kapila, the all-knowing Teacher, gives some

scope for exploring the nature of God, as the Teacher the original Purusa

who knowing all about Prakrti, a perfect jnani, out of compassion for the souls

(ajnas) teaches them the path out of the duality of sukha-duhkha (pleasure

and pain) and others and makes them emancipate themselves by knowing

the nature of Prakrti and of themselves. This adi-purusa-jhoni is the Isvara

who redeems, all souls out of infinite compassion. He being unaffected

by prakrti is also one whose very nearness to all prakrti will extinguish the

activities of prakrti in all its forms. His very presence near a soul will entail

extinguishment of all processes in respect of that soul.

Prakrti begins to withdraw from such souls which have come into contact

with the
:

jnant-Isvora. The experience of peace in the company of the Guru

Jnani is about the first intimation that vairagya is developing in the Buddhi,

3 , 13.
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and it leads to jnana, and dharma. Prakrti by itself may take the whole

cycle of creation-sustention-destruction or the evolution-involution cycle

called sanuara ( janana-marana-cyclt being included in the large cycle of

Nature) and the freedom of the purusa from prakrtic bonds -may be inevitable

at the geneial pmlaya. The dependence on prakrti to bring about salvation

or emancipation is undoubtedly the materialistic approach. But it is some-

thing that may not entail the attainment ofjnana as such. Jnana is essentially

the knowledge that arises in and through anubhava or experience of all sorrow

in respect of material creation. But there are inevitably many souls and in

different stages of ascent and descent and the cosmic prakrti moves at its

own pace. The assumption of plurality of souls is empirical and the seeking

for liberation is individual and God is sought as guide and helper on the path

of ascent and out of prakrti. He is the ready means for salvation or libe-

ration, for being ever perfect and compassionate God as Teacher has taught

and instructed and helped every soul that has turned towards him. The

freed souls in turn have also become teachers on the path. Thus Kapila
the Isvara trained Pancasikha, Asurl, Isvara Krsna and other freed

souls who have become gurus on the path. Kapila therefore is regarded
as the avatar of God in theistic Samkhya. The difference between Buddha
and Kapila lies in the fact Buddha claimed to achieve the Buddhic liberation

by his own efforts without the help of any adi-guru or sub-guru. Herein

lies the difference between the Isvara of Theistic Samkhya and Buddha.

Patanjali Darsana accepts Isvara as Adi guru, the nitya mukta Godhead.

Thus it counsels that devotion to Isvara is necessary for liberation in the

shortest possible time. This is again perhaps the meaning of the Samkhya
karika that speaks about one of the siddhls as getting good company sat-

sangha a good teacher to teach is a slddhi.

Thus whilst Samkhya is said to be atheistic it is only in the sense of

denying a creator etc., God or efficient cause God, but not a God who is the

teacher of the Highest path to liberation, the Primal Jnani who knows all

praknl and perhaps of all souls and their nature so that he could lead them
to the Ultimate condition of freedom, moksa. About atma-jnana or nature

of the soul as such in itself Samkhya hardly speaks. Obviously it belongs
to another discipline, the Vedanta.

IV. ANALOGIES IN THE SAMKHYA.

Though upamana is included under anumana or omitted in Samkhya,
this System utilises graphic srmilies to bring home its point. In fact it goes
much farther than illumination or illustration, they tend even to become
something like proofs self-evident assertions.

The similies are analogies used are :

I. The action of the gunas are such as they are unified in their action :

Karika 13 says
'"

Their action like a lamp is for a single purpose."
cf. Karika 36; external organs.

14
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II. The Union of Purum and Prakrti
"
takes place like that of the lame

and the blind
"

(Kar. 21)

III. Karika 41 states that linga (buddhi etc.) does not subsist without
a particular body

"
as a painting stands not without a ground,

nor a shadow without a stake.'* This analogy somehow appears to

be an inversion. The gross body subsists or is supported by linga

as cause according to this system, though the gross body appears
to support the linga. The analogy almost suggests that the effect

supports the gross mind surely.
/

IV. Karika 57 speaks about the unconscious teleology of prakrti "As
the insentient milk flows out for the growth of the calf so does Nature

operate towards the emancipation of the Purusa. Here Nature is

compared with a Cow and milk with experience or jnana and growth
with emancipation. One may well be reminded of the famous

sloka comparing Krisna with the Cowherd who milks the Upanisad-

cows and grants knowledge-Gita-milk for the emancipation of the

bond souls.

V. Karika 58 gives another analogy "As people engage in acts to

satisfy desires, so does the Unmanifest act for the emancipation of

the purusa." Avyakta is compared to people who are seeking to

satisfy desires but the analogy is surely difficult as prakrti has no

desires of her own being inconscient.

VI. This analogy is about as famous or notorious as the one of cmdha-

pangu-nyaya as it speaks of Prakrti as a dancing expert. "As a

dancing girl having exhibited herself to the spectator ceases to

dance (having no other scores) so does Prakrti cease to operate

when she has made herself manifest to the Purusa"

The analogies are all anthropomorphic and Nature is made to be

a living entity rather than an unconscient entity.

VII. Karika 67 speaks of the condition of the survival of the body of

the liberated purusa as continuing even like the revolutions of the

potter's wheel after he had stopped moving it "As the potter's

wheel continues to revolve by the force of the impulse previously

imparted to it."

These analogies are not poetic embellishments or ornaments. They

help us to picture the operation and communicate clarity or suggestion for

a deeper understanding.

15



Teliigii Grammars by Englishmen Some Observations

BY

'Dr. G. N. REDDY, M.A., MXitt, Ph.D.

Department of Telugu, S. V. University College , TirupatL

We have the following Telugu grammars written in English by Englishmen

during the 19th Century.
1

1. A Grammar of the Telugu Language

By A. D. Campbell, 1816 & 1820.

2. A Grammar of the Gcntoo Language
By William 'Brown, 1817.

3. A Simplified Grammar of Teligu

By Henry Morris.

4.
'

A Grammar of the Telugu Language
By C. P. Brown, 1840 & 1857.

5. An Abridgment -.of Telugu. Grammar
By Rev. A. RIccaz, 1869.

6. A Progressive Grammar of the Telugu Language
By A. H. Arden, 1873. ,

A study of these grammatical works is very interesting for these reasons :

(!) the authors, being foreigners, had looked at the Telugu Language from
the outside; (2) they had described mainly the spoken Telugu; (3) they had
explained the grammatical features of Telugu in terms of European grammars
and (4) they are mainly intended for the foreign students, sometimes as self-

instructing guides. They are also unique in the sense that they represent a
stage in the development of the grammatical literature in Telugu. They were
written at a time when the traditional Telugu grammars (which were either
in Sanskrit or in Telugu verse) were found to be absolutely of no avail to a
westerner who desired to learn Telugu and communicate with the Telugus.
Further, the native pandits of those times with their bias for the literary dialect
and with their emphasis on the methods of learning the grammar by rote
were hardly of any help to the foreigner in learning *Telugu. C P Brown
rightly remarks,." they (the native tutors) would gladly help us at work for
two years m learning as much as an English tutor would teach us in a -fort-
night We ask for gram, they give it us on the condition that we will, with

t* J; * ^*^**
d

- (I7IO~-47) a F^nch missionary in South India, and- William Carey(Published Telugu grammer in 1814) of Serampore mission are said to be the ear2Huropean grammarians of lelugu. Their TOugu gmmmars are not available m^T
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it, submit to eat straw."2 It was with such experience that sonic of the

Englishmen attempted to write Telugu grammars to guide and assist the

foreigner in learning Telugu. C. P. Brown's Telugu Grammar contains many
interesting side lights on the state of Telugu studies in his times. For example,
on the teaching of the language he writes

" Our native teachers would willing!}

reject common Telugu altogether and teach us the poetical dialect alone

which they themselves,, however, cannot use in da;

ly talking and writing**

(p. 33). Referring to the. ancient Telugu Grammarians he remarks "The
ancient grammarians seem to have intentionally surrounded grammar with

all that mystery which might produce veneration and never have attempted
to remove those difficulties,, which after every explanation will feel to be great

"

(p. 46). Arden also says
"
the system pursued in all native grammars appears

unnecessarily difficult and complicated except for a person previously

acquainted with Sanscrit
*'

(p. 305). On Telugu spelling in the manuscripts
C. P. Brown makes the following interesting remarks: "Learned natives

are fond of altering the spelling in some poems without any authority; indeed

their propensity to tamper with the text is greater than their respect for any
authors." (p. 42) He also writes,

"
In reading any manuscript with a learned

Brahmin, we shall find him object to the spelling in almost eveiy line asseiting
that the ignorance of the transcribers has vitiated the book. But our business

is to study the language as it is; to take it as we find it and errors that do not

injure the sense of the metre may safely be left unaltered. Much thac is

pressed upon our notice is highly momentous, is in truth mere learned

trifling "(P. 32).
-

In this paper an attempt is made to present some of the observtaions

of three of the grammarians on the Telugu language and its sound system:

(1) W. Biown (1817), (2) C P. Brown (1854 & 57) and (3) A. H. Arden (1873).

The first writer is a merchant as he calls himself in his
"
Vocabulary of the

Gentoo language," the second is a civil servant, a multilinguist and one who
is imbued with the right attitude towards language and the third is a missionary
and a teacher who set himself to write a graded self-instructor of Telugu

making use of earlier works in the line. However, all these writers httve

a similarity in their approach and we could draw much valuable information

about the state of Telugu language and ideas that were prevalent in their

times.
f-

All the three grammarians described the spoken Telugu though they
did not fail to observe that there was a fairly great difference between the

spoken and the literary language. In fact. Arden adds a chapter at the end

of his book
fci On the Grammatical dialect used in books."

*' The Telugu

language" he says,..*' like many others may be viewed as consisting of three

branches, namely (1) The language of the. common conversation (2) The

language of prose books (3) The language of poetry. Each of these branches

2. C. P. Brown: A Grammar of the Telugu Language, 1857 Preface.

'

..
;

'

..

'

.2 .

'

:
.

'
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differs considerably from the others not only in choice of words, but also in

the grammatical forms in the same words. The greatest difference exists

between the first and third branch while the second branch holds a middle

position between the other two, and partakes of the nature and peculiarities

of both
"

(p. 3). All of them have taken the language spoken b> the higher

section in the Northern Circars, as representing what may be called standard

Tehigu and described mainly that form of speech in their grammars though
here and there we meet with notices of dialectal peculiarities of the other

areas. W. Brown calls the Telugu language spoken in the Madras area as

Telinga Tamula and does not recommend it for study by a foreigner. It

may be stated that the Circars dialect is the one which is now widely adopted

in the newspapers and cine pictures as well.

As regards their observations on the sounds and orthography of Telugu,

which they all treated under the chapter 'Alphabet' the following points

are noteworthy:

(1) Following the traditional grammarians the visarga is classed as a

vowel by W. Brown. The other two represent it as a consonant, an unvoiced

glottal fricative, but point out that in actual pronunciation it has the value

of a voiced fricative, ramah pronounced rarnaha. This is so pronounced
even to-day. It is doubtful if the visarga ever had its original pronunciation!

in Telugu.

(2) C. P. Brown points out that before y the anuswara is pronounced
as a nasalisation of the previous vowel. Thus for example the words samyama
and samyoga pronounced with the vowel nasalised as in the French words

bien, sien etc. In modern Telugu there is also another pronunciation as

with a V element, savyama, savyoga.

(3) A point of orthographical interest made out by C, P. Brown may
also be noted. He says "the learned assert that the semi-circle or ardha-

naswara is peculiar to verse and that to use it is absurd." This suggests that

the pandits were of the opinion that this embellishment is unnecessary in prose
works. It is no more than an embellishment because its phonemic value

is zero. It appears that at one time the ardhanuswara was not written in

prose works. The practice of writing it came later. Thus C. P. Brown writes
" The printers of many recent publications seem to be unaware of this rule;

in a Telugu version of the Arabian Nights we find such odd forms as gum-

pudzuci', and similar refinements may be seen in most pages of that book

(C P. Brown Footnote P. 29).

(4) The existence of ae sound in Telugu is noted by C. P. Brown and
Arden. The former refers to the practice of writing a sound ae with the symbol
for y; thus vyala for varfa* lyta for laeta. Compare also modern Telugu

writing byanku for Bank, myapu for map.
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(5) The grammarians have classed R and Las vowel sounds of Telugu

though they are aware that the sounds do not have a vocalic value. These

grammarians have evidently, in this aspect followed the foot-steps of the

traditional grammarians.

(6) All the three grammarians noted that the front vowels
/, 79 e, 7 are

pronounced with the on glide y and the back vowels u3 u and 0, "o with the

onglide v.
w
The system of writing represent the pronunciation, and we find

W. Brown treating vocables beginning with these vowels 7; "<r jjf o~

under y and v in his
" A vocabulary of the Gentoo language." It apptars

that this system of writing generally prevailed in those days even among
the pandits. Perhaps it was the printing press and the practice of editing

the manuscripts for the press which led to the slow disappearance of this

mode of writing.

All these writers stated that in common conversation and writing, instead

of the initial vowels a, H ya; ya are often used. But this is not borne out

by usage at the present day, nor one gets evidence for this in the records at

any period in the history of the language.

(7) Referring to the aspirate sounds of Telugu, Brown points out that

sometimes we unintentionally use or omit the aspirate, writing gatti or ghatti,
*

strong/rfora or dhora *a master.' This type of free variation involving

an aspirate is also a feature of -middle and modern Telugu. The orthodox

grammarian would not, however, countenance the aspirated forms in native

words,

(8) Initial r conjuncts in Telugu words have lost the r in modern Telugu
in most dialects. C. P. Brown's comparison of this phonological feature

with the situation in the English language is interesting. He says
"
Many

pure Telugu words have a liberty of adding r to the initial consonant ; thus

tova, trova, way kotta, krotta *-new,* kinda, krinda,
*

below Chaucer writes

droil for toil, prin for pin, grit for girt and brids for birds. Spencer writes

thrust for thirst. A '.similar liberty is found in all languages of the Celtic

family" (p. 25).

Thus a close study of the Telugu grammars by the European writers

is rewarding as it throws light on the condition of the Telugu language of

the times and provides material that is of great use for understanding the

history of language.

Paper presented in the Dravidian Section of the All India Oriental Conference

held at Srinagar, October, 1961.



Aiiaikaiitika fallacy in the Nyaya-Vaisesika Schools
1

BY

DR. V. VARADACHARJ, M.A., Ph.D.,

Lecturer in Sanskrit, S. V. University College, Timpati

Anaikantika, which is also called as Savyabhicara, is one of the fallacies

of the middle terms recognised by the Nyaya-Vaisesika schools. The word

anaikantika is split up asnaaikmtika/meaning that the fallacy is not confined

to either of the ends or positions in an argument.
2

Vide: lfi*m3' fTOf |kTfeTO: fo*WII<W*lfav: I *ft WWW lf*r?*r

n

Nyayavarttika P. 171.

It is for this reason that this fallacy was named smdigdha by Kanada.

While dealing with this fallacy, Vatsyayana, Uddyotakara and Vacaspati-

mlsra do not refer to any varitey of this fallacy. On the other hand, Bhasar-

vajna? Vyomasiva* and Sridhara5 refer to some varieties of this and illusrate

them. Jayantabhatta makes a passing reference to the varieties of anaikantika

and remarks that in as much as the definition of anaikantika is applicable

to all these cases, there is no need to recognise any variety
6

. Writers, who
came aftex Jayantabhatta, recognised two kinds of anaikantika namely sadharana

&ndasadharana. Sivaditya*, Varadaraja*, and Kesavamisra9 could be mentioned
in this connection. A third kind of anaikantika anupatamharin by name
was known to Udayana, Sriharsa and Manikantha who did not however

recognise it10 It was Gangesopadhyaya that recognised all the three kinds
of anaikantika.

While dealing with the fallacies, Prasastapada notices a fourth kind under
the name anadhyavaslta. Kanada, however, enumerates only three kinds

1. Submitted to the All India Oriental Conference, Kashmir 1961.
2. Whether the word anaikantika is a case of paryudasa or prasajyapratisedha is dis-

cussed by Uddyotakara and Vacaspatimisra. Vide: Nyayavarttika and Tatparyatika on
Nyaya $utmI2~5. Pertinently Jayantabhatta remarks that such a discussion has no scope
in tbe case of a noun which is not used in a sentence, Nyayamanjari Part II P. 154

3. Nyayamm P. 10.

4. Vyomavati P. 607.

5. Nyayakandali P. 24L
6. Nyayamanjari Part II pp. 155-156
7. Laksanamala P. 50.

8. Tarkikaraksa pp. 219-220.
k Tarkabhasa P. 46.

the divisions

y *c sadharana and asadharana varieties. Vide:^
pp. 451,456,460,464.
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of fallacies.
11

Anadhyavasita exists only in the minor tenn and not in the

similar and contrary instances and this shall get included under the

aprasiddha kind.

Vide:

Padarthadhannasamgrafuf.! P. 120

Prasastapada was aware of the na- ne asadharana for anadhyavasna.

Vide: r

Padarthadtiannasangraka pp. 118 119.

Fro.m this, it ib understood that subequent to the period of Kanada, a fallacy

under the name madhyavasita came to be admitted by the Vaisesikas.- and

that though it was pecmliar or uncominon (asadharand), it was known only

by the name anadhyavaslta due to its uncertain nature.

Andhyavasita, was net recognised, under this na*ne s -by the Nyaya school

at any time. There is also no evidence to show that in the ea-l> period, it

was known as asadharana. However, Jayantabhatta does not recognise

asadharana as a fallacy
12 What he meant by asadharana is not known, as he

does not define it.

In his Pramanamanjari Sarvadeva enumerates asadharana after anai-

kantika as an independent kind of fallacy but the definition and illustration

which he offers are applicable to both asadharana and anadhyavastta. Siviiilarl},

Sivaditya
u mentions, in the Saptapadarthl, anaikantika and anadhyavasita,

as distinct fallacies. Madhavasarasvati, the commentator on the Saptapadarthi

writes that asadharana and anadhyavaslta a*e one and the same.

Vide: cfT \ ^fWTO^T iM I iyI

Saptapadarihi P, 23,

The conclusion that could be drawn from this is that anadhyavasiia, which

came to be formulated by the Valsesika school came to be recognised a.s

asadharana by the Nyaya school at a later period and erne to stay on with

that name in the syncretist school of Nyaya-Vaisesika.

Anupasamharm is the name given to the third kind of anaikantika. ft

is defined as that which has no example of the affirmative and negative kind.

Udayana includes it as one of the three kinds of anaikantika while dealing

with the fallacies under chapter I of the Tatparyaparisuddhi, but denies a

11. Vaisesikasutra III. 1. 15.

12. Nyayamanjari Part II pp. 155-156.

13. Pmmanamanjari P. 8.

14. Saptapadarthi P. 23.
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place foi it under anaikantika and brings it under vyapyatvasiddhi. According

to him. asiddhi is the absence of^'ddh! which is defined as squsfcRT Wt STcftfar:

%fe: at the end of chapter V of the Tatparyaparisuddhi In the proposition

fmfoczf sj^cTOT, which is given to illustrate the anupasamharin fallacy, the

middle term premeyatva is sublated in soul and others which are part of the

minor term by the 'dharmigrdhakapramana and is vitiated by siddhasadhana in

sound and others. Hence it is not established. Udayana does not use the word

vyapyatvasiddhi here but simply writes sR^1

^i^i^H^^RtSwRffe: I This

only means that the middle term has no jiddhi as the pervaded and so he must

be meaning only vyapyatvasiddhi
1*

Manikantha11 also argues for not admitting anupasamharin as a variety

of anaikantika. The middle term prameyatvat does not give rise to any doubt

either through copresence and coabsence. Hence invariable concomitance

is not available here and so must be brought under vyapyatvasiddhi. The

word upasamharin is stated to be the absence of concomitance.

Vide: *

Dyutimatika on Nyayaratnam P. 171.

The commentator Nrsimhayajvan, who lived in the latter part of the 17th

century A.D., remarks that the division of anaikantika into sadharana and

asadharana was adopted by the early school, while the three varieties are

required to be recognised.
18

The motive behind the recognition of anupasamharin can be easily

guessed. The following are two among the six illustrations given by Bhasar-

vqjna for anadhyavasita:(\) mvfa STrTO I and (2) *Rirf?rc*T frK^lcM
These could as well be taken to illustrate the anupasamharin khd. There is

neither similar nor dissimilar example to support invariable concomitance in

both the cases namely, anadhyavasita and anupasamharin. In the case of the

asadharana fallacy which was originally known as andhyavasita, the middle
term is peculiar as it is present only in the minor term e.g., Souncl is eternal,
because it has the nature of sound. Hexe theie is no room for eny example
to be cited. The anupasamharin kind also does not admit of any example,
as everything or all is. made the minor term. In all likelihood an attempt
was made to distinguish the case which is individualistic as in asadharana
from the case which has all as the minor-term. The need does not rise for

citing an example in the case of asadharana while the example, even if sought,

15. Tatparyaparisuddhi Ms. Cfa. V P. 55.

16. This idea is held by writers of the modern period otNyaya but this variety is treated
only as the tMrd kind of waikantika.

Vide:- ^.SafenfrTOa^TO
Kanadasiddhantacandrika P. 34.

17. Nyayaratnam pp. 171-172.

18. Dyutimalika on the Nyayaratnam P. 167.
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Vide:

Tarkasamgraha.

cannot be had in the case of anupasamharin. Hence the latter came to be

defined as that which does not have simila:* and dissimilar examples.

The word upasamhara is interpreted and the word anupasamharya which
is the same as anupasamharin is explained in the light of this concept of the

anupasamharin thus.

Vide:

Sankaramisrd's commentary on Sriharsa's Khandanakhandakhadya
P. 445.
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GANGA AND YAMUNA
BY

DR. (MRS.) V. YASODA DEVI, M.A., M.Litt., D.LitU

Lecturer in History, S. V. University College, Timpati.

I

The Ganga and the Yamuna, the twin rivers often spoken together

have been adored, personified, dfeified and worshipped in diverse forms and

different ways from very early times. The Ganga - Yamuna Doab or the

Middle country had been the heart of Aryavarta or Hindusthan and the cradle

of Indian civilisation. Specific positions had been accorded to the Ganga
and the Yamuna as river goddesses, attendant or subordinate deities, and

individual goddesses in Hindu mythology. But their association with each

other and with Sa^asvati thus forming the Trinity, and also with the Trio

of the Hindu pantheon Brahma, Vishnu and Siva enhanced their prestige

endearing them to the populace. These river goddessess held positions of

sanctity in Buddhism as well as Jainism.

Perennial rivers, eulogised through the ages, have been chiselled in human
forms on imperishable stone, though bronzes and coins are not scarce.

Sculptures- Buddhist and Hiridu-from about 3rd century B.C. to the 18th

century A.D. in Bharatavarsha sing the saga of the Ganges and the Jamuna
whose confluence with. Sarasvati at Prayag constitutes even to day the most

sacred centre of pilgrimage. The cherished ambition of almost every Indian

Empire to possess the Ganga - Yamuna Doab offers explanation for the

symbolic representation of these rivers at the door ways of the temples in

the symbolic form of Kalasas together with elephants and dwarfs and as

personified goddesses as embodiments of vigour, dignity, grace, and refine-

ment, symmetry, depth and divinity. The vehicles of these goddesses are

equally significant: makara is immortalised in makaratorana and Kachchapa
or kurma stands for prosperity* Temples have been raised to the three river

goddesses jointly and separately for Ganga and Satasvati though none for

Yamuna. Worship to Ganga and Sarasvati continues during special festivals

even to-day.
''
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Like the Krishna-Godavari and Krishfia-Tungabhadra Doabs in the

case of Andhra culture, the Antarvedi between the Ganges and the Jamuna
nurtured Indian civilisation. The region between the Yamuna, Setlej and
the upper course of the Samsvati had been the focus of the Aryan culture

which gave unity to the civilisation of Asia. The Ganges Basin had been
the scene of conflicts between the people of Harappa and the Indo-Aryans.
The Aryan rational prayers depict India as a land of seven rivers, the first
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stwo being the Ganges and the Yamuna. Intellectual and political revolution

had taken place in the central Gangetic va'ley ; '.rajor upon!'shads and Brahmanas
had been composed in this region. On the eastern fring-s of the Gangetic

valley had originated Jainisvn and Buddhism.

The Mauryan Empire embraced the major portion of the Gangetic valley.

The Gupta Empire had its beginnings in the Gang's valley: the Ganga is

shown in Gupta coins and temples. To the Chinese, India was known as

the Buddhist holy -land of the Ganges. King Vin&yadiiya of the Chahikyas
of Badami, signifying his northern conquests, secured the symbols of the

Ganga and the Yamuna and Patidhwaja from Yjtrmma-Gangetic ttoab th-

insignia of imperial dignity. These, the Rashtrakutat inherited from the

Chalukyas and King Dhruva established his suzerainty by vanquishing the

rulers of Kanauj and the Pa/as and incorporated the emblems of the Ganga
and the Yamuna in his tanner and seal, signifying his sojourn on the banks
of the two rivers. King Vijayaditya 111 of the Vengi Chalukyas, arter de-

feating fiashtrakuta Krishna II led a north Indian expedition, and to com-
mcmovate his supremacy over the entire Dakshinapatha appropriated their

regal ensigns with the river symbols. The assumption of the title Gangai-
kondachola by Rajendra I and Krishnadevaraycfs

1
arrang^nents for securing

water from the Ganges to drink2 and rhe mention of the Ganga and the

Yamunadevi in Jain epigraphs
3 attest the importance of the. region and the

riversthe Ganga and the Yamuna.

m
The Indus valley civilisation gave to Hinduism the sanctity of -water.

In Rigvedic culture, veneration of water and Soma-ar.t identical, for moon
is the fountain head of the

"
water of life

"4 Tree and water worship had
been interconnected, their spirits were identical and from them developed
the river goddesses, a variety of water spirits. Varuna of the Vedic. triad. was
the God ,of ocean in that age. Rivers were esteemed, personified as goddesses
and invoked. 5 Distinctions like devamatrlkas and adevamatrikas resulted

in the representation of purnaghaia with lotuses and water jugs with plates

full of food respectively.
8

After the Vedic age, popular faith in the rivers continued. The com-

panionship of the river goddesses of Samudraraja described in the Ramayana
is a development of the Vedic idea of Varuna. The Ramayana says that Sita

1* Chronicles of Fahien and Hiuen Tsang.

2. E. Carnatica IX Ma 82 P. 61; Purchas: Pilgrims X P. 217; Saletore: Social and
Political life of Vijayanagara P. 246.

3. P. B. Desai: Jainism in South India and Some Jain epigraphs P. 250 Ins. No, 2.

4. Donald A. Mackenzie; Indian Myth and Legend P. 37.

5. Macdonell: India's past P. 86.

6. C. Sivamma-Murti: Amamvati Sculptures (1942) P. 68,
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on her way to the Dandaka forest prayed to the river goddess Ganga promising

offerings on her safe return to Ayodhya from exile. The Ganges has been

mentioned as the favourite spouse of the ocean in the story of Mann and the

fish in the Mahabharata.

The river goddesses in Buddhist literature had been on par with the tree

spirits. The River goddess has been described in the Jatakas as a fair nymph
of the stream claiming as her own all the fruits from the trees on its banks.

Moving in the air, possessing superhuman powers, this generous goddess

feeds the ascetic with mangoes. Thus the Ganga is full of gratitude and

deliberately returns the service of a wealthy man who throws the remnants

of meal into the stream and thus feeds the fish. The festival of Ganga was

known to Buddha and is mentioned in early texts Mahavagga and Kulavagga.
In Buddhist literature, Yamuna is mentioned as Eravana1 and the Nagas from

that region paid homage to Buddha.

The idea of river goddesses as protecting deities8 has been based on the'

Vedic concept of Sarasvati adored as mother Ambia. The Ganga as Jahnavi
was the daughter jof sage Jahnu; and also of the Himalayas. The Ganges
was originally confined to the celestial world and its descent on the locks
of Siva is a copy of the earlier picture of the Vedic Sarasvati. Her descent
to the terrastria! world is related in the myth of Sagara and Bhagiratha. When
the sacrificial horse of King Sagara intent on performing Asvametha had
been stolen by Indra and hid in the nether world, his sons in search of it reached
Kaptla's hermitage and were turned to ashes by the enraged sage. When
Amwmanta, the grandson of Sagara implored, Kapila prophesied that the

Sagaraputras would be washed off their sins and reach heaven when Ganges
flowed down to the earth. Pleased by the penances of Bhagiratha, the grand-
son of Amsumanta, Brahma consented for the descent of the river from the

Himalayas. Then Bhagiratha convinced Siva by his prayers to receive the
river on Ms head which Siva did. Implored by Bhagiratha once again Siva
released the Ganga as a tiny stream which flowed on the ashes of the sons
of Sagara who at once rose to heaven. Since then the Ganga, according
to the legend abides in the tresses of Siva as his consort to the annoyance of
Garni.* Another legend narrates how the goddess Ganga wedded King
Santanu and became the mother of Bhishma. She had another son Skanda
or Karttikeya by Rudra (Agni). The sanctity and powers of the Ganga
celestial and terrastrial have been glorified in the Mahabharata.

In the incarnation of Vamana as Tnvikrama taking the three strides
Brahma washes the foot of Vishnu with the water of the celestial Gangeswhich flows there from as a river. The legend of Pundarmaiha describing

7. V A Smith: A history of Fine Art in India and Ceylon (1930) P. 8
8, Madbavananda & Majumdar: Great Women of India (1953) P 56

"

in * A
^ 1S m V!shmPumm* ^atapumna*n& Mahabharata

10. T. A. Gopmattia Rao; Elements of Hindu Iconography I-I480 P
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the three river goddesses Ganga, Yamuna and Sarasvati in the guise of domestic

servants in a Brahmin's house and teaching Pundali a lesson speaks for the

omnipresence of the goddesses. Another legend has it that the Ganges water

which revived the dead cow of Gauta:na has flowed as the Godavari, the wa*er

sprinkled on the Nandi by Siva taken from his locks began to flow as the

river Jatodaka, The Ganges from the head of Siva is supposed to have flown

into seven streams. The traditional custo:n of the pilgrims visiting Benares

fetching the water from the Ganges in sealed vessels and mixing it in the ocean

at Ramesvaram is symbolic of the Ganga, the consort of Ratnakara also

mentioned in Raghuvamsam. Generally the Ganges water preserved in

Brahmin houses is distributed on festive occasions and offered to dying

men for peaceful departure of the souls.

As the Ganga for sanctity, the Yamuna is celebrated for its romance.

Varahapurana has it that she was the daughter of Sun god by Samjna and her

brothers were Yama and Asvins, where as Sani and Tapati were her cousins.

The Yamuna is sanctified by her association with the early life of Krishna

and Balarama. Balarama turned her course with his plough and assumed

the title Kalindibhedana. The story of Krishna as KaliyamardancP- is well

known. The most devine sport of Krishna is his moonlight dance on the

sands of the Jamuna with the damsels fro:n the Brindavan, the mystic signi-

ficance of which has been interpreted by Lilasuka. Like ancient Pataliputra

on the Ganges, Tndraprastha has been located on the Yamuna.

IV

In the so called earliest representations of the Ganga and Yamuna at

Buddhagaya and Barhut, in the former the makara is lion-headed and the

figure worii out whereas in the latter, it is a man riding a water elephant mis-

taken for a river goddess. But the Yakshis on fishtailed animals from

Jaggayyapeta and the Yakshi standing on a cushion over a makara under

a tree are definitely earlier than the Amaravati sculptures.
12 The river god-

desses are represented in two ways in the Amaravati art. One of them

represents two women on crocodiles with water jars and food on either side

of a snake; the other shows women flying with water vessels filled with lotuse

in their hands. According to Dr. Coomaraswamy, the earliest sculptural

representations of the nadidevatas are in Amaravati where their position

on the makara is significant. The Yakshi from Barhut Kalabhavan con-

temporaneous with the river goddesses of Amaravati, thoiigh lacking the

crocodile, is very significant considering the emphasis laid by Coomaraswamy
on the water jar held horizontally suggestive of the source of ever flowing

water. The representation of the river goddesses in pairs gives the clue

te the origin of the figures of Ganga and Yamuna on their vehicles

the crocodile and the tortoise on either jamb of the doorway in the Gupta

11. H. Krishna Sastri: Images of Gods and Goddesses P.P. 38-41,

12. C. Sivaramamurti: Amaravati sculptures PP. 66-68 66-68.
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art and also in the Naga and Vakataka representations. The simple repre-

sentation of the river goddesses in Amaravati is due to the place accorded

to them in Buddhism. The Vishmidharmottam gives a vehicle to the river

goddesses and requires them to carry a water vessel full
with^

flowers.

This is found in early' Chalukyan examples at Badatni and Aiholeand

Eastern Chalukyan temples of Bikkavole. In the representation of Varuna*

with crocodile as vehicle Ganga and Yamuna should stand on his right

and left sides on their vehicles. Ganga is of 'moon-light white colour

possessing a pretty face holding chamara in one hand and Pad-ma in another.

Yamuna has good looks, and complexion of a nfloipala flower and holds

Chamam in one hand and nilotpala in the other.

Ganga is alsmost indispensable to Siva in Hindu iconography. Siva

as Jalandharasamharamnrti has the image of Ganga. in the dishavelled jata-

bhara of his head. In the representation of Siva as Cangadharamurti9

u

the back right arm is lifted as high as the crown on the head and holds a lock

of matted hair on which is the figure of the goddess Ganga. Uma stands with

uneasiness jealous because Siva was favouring another lady. On the left

should be shown Bhagiraiha and many sages praising Siva. In this form

Siva may also be called Gangavisarjananwni. In the representation of.Adhi-

karanandi, Siva is depicted like chandrasekham with Ganga and crescent on

the Jalamakuta. In the iirag
* of Vyakhyana-L akshlnanmrli the smiling

face of the Goddess Ganga should be shown in the middle of the jatabhara.

Generally in the for is of Siva as Ritdramurti, Harihara and Sankaranarayana,

Ganga is visible -on the head. In the representation of Siva as Nataraja,

ihejatas may vary from five to thirty, each one separate from another should

be spread around the jatamakuta; in the jatas on the right side should be

shown the fig are of Ganga with the upper half in the form of a woman* and

the lower half like running water standing with hands in anjali pose, adorned

with Kamndamakuta and ornaments. In the Tandava form of Nataraja, Ganga

with hands in anjali pose stands on. the jatas flowing on the right side of Siva

and her height should be sixteen angulas. In Nddanta form of Nataraja,

the Ganga is taken from heaven and lost in Siva's hair. In the Talasamspho-

tita dance, Ganga is. seated on the jata rising on the left side from the jam -

makuta of Nataraja with hands in the anjali pose and her head is shaded

with the hood of a five headed cobra.

Though not so important as tot-Siva, Ganga has a. place in the Vaishnava

mythology and iconography also. Yamaha as Trivikrama stands on the

left leg and the right leg is stretched to measure the upper regions.
15 Over

the right foot is long bearded Brahma washing it with the water of the Ganges

flowing down there from as a river.

13. T. A. Gopinatha Rao: Elements of Hindu Iconography PP. 530-531.

14. According to iconographic texts*-Atnsumabhedagama, Kanikagama and Karanagama
15. T. A. Gopinatha Rao: Hindu Iconography Vol. M-PP. 177--17?.
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Most appropriate are the vahanas of the river goddesses. In keeping

with Ganga's sanctity her mount is crocodile the mythical makara. The

makara is the vehicle of Varuna, the god of water and also of Maxmafha16

though often it. is shown to be on the latter's banner. It has under-gone

many vicissitudes like its bearers. In the Barhut and early Amaravati sculpture

the crocodile with elongated mouth full of terrible teeth is realistic. In the

Satavdhana period, the ears, snout, contour of face, front legs in some cases,

and even sometimes above eyes, transformed it into a new creature. The

makara in the Chahtkyan period developed into a land animal with snout

like that of elephant, four short legs, and tail of florid decorative pattern.

As though to enhance the effects, auspicious symbols makara and the lotus,

and Kalasa and lotus are clubbed together in sculptures.
17

Lotuses, festoons

and flower garlands are shown emanating from the mouth of vase or mouth

or tail of the makara. Makara was the crest of the S.ungas and double Makara

adorned the crowns and thrones of the Pallavas and the Cholas. Chudamani-

makarika and Makarakundalas were favourite ornaments. As tortoises

abound in the Yamuna, Kurma- significant in Kurmavatara of Vishnu, became

the vehicle of the Yamuna.

Ganga on makara at Amaravati18
is in tribhanga pose with both the

legs . slightly bent at the knees; her right hand is hanging loose while there

is a water-pot in her left hand. Her coiffure is Kesabandha and she wears

a single necklace though many bracelets, and broad and heavy anklets. She

is draped from the waist to the foot. The Mathura image of this period

is in samdbhanga on a pedestal holding a water pot with handle in her right

hand and another object in the left hand. She is draped fully with folds near

the feet and cloth tied like a girdle and hanging on the left. Her hair is dressed

in Kesabandha and she carries a basket on her head. Her jewels are kunda!as,

single pearl necklace, hara, armlets, bracelets and two pairs of heavy anklets.

The statues of Ganga and Yamuna are found on each side, at the top of the

door on level of lintel of the temples in the Gupta age. The representation

of Ganga in the Chandragupta cave at Udayagiri
19 in 'tribhanga posture with

legs crossed and feet resting on makara is vigorous. Her right hand is placed

on her chest where as her left hand is resting on her hip. She looks d guardian

proper. Ganga and Yamuna are shown beneath the trees in woman and

tree posture. This motif of the river goddesses guarding the doorways of

the temples was adopted by the later dynasties. In the temple of Dahparvatiya

16. C. Sivaramamurti: Amaravati sculptures P. 54,

17. Earliest Jain example in Sitabenga or Joglmara cave in Ramagarh Hills P.B.

Desai Jainism in South India P. 529.

18. C. Sivaramamurti Amaravati Sculptures P. 68.

19. Cave No. 5, Udayagiri (Bhopal) V. A. Smith: A History of Fine Art in India

and Ceylon PL 46 A; P. 79
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(Assam),
20 at the doorway Ganga is shown on the right side and the Yamuna*

on the left. Both the goddesses are standing in tribhanga postures and are

holding garlands of flowers, with their hands. They wore the kesabandhas,

usual ornaments and full drapery. The halos round their heads and presence

of attendants attest their divinity and importance. In the Tiguva temple,
21

Ganga is in tribhahga posture on makara and is carrying a water-pot in her

left hand while her right hand is resting on the shoulder of a female attendant.

Above her is shown a tree with bunches of fruits. The Yamuna, here on a

tortoise also in tribhanga under the tree is holding a branch of a tree with

her left hand while her right hand is held in suchi pose. On either side of

her is an attendant.

In the earlier Chalukya temples, Ganga and Yamuna are found at the

foot of the doorways. In the Ladkhan temple at Aihole,
22 on the extreme

southern pillars is depicted Yamuna in tribhanga on tortoise with the right

hand hanging loose and the left broken. She wears Kesabandha, purnoruka

the kundalas, pearl festoon on fore-head, two necklaces, one hara, yajnopavita

armlets, bracelets, festoon of pearls as girdle and anklets. She is attended

by two male attendants above and two below. Ganga on makara on the

corresponding pillar in the north is obscured by an adjacent house. On

the low parapet wall between the pillars are ornamental water-pots a design

found in^many old temples, e.g., Nagarjunakonda, Mogalrajapuram and

..maravatL In another temple at Aihole, below the doorway on either side

is a water pot with foliage issuing from it and hanging over the sides. On

the outer side of each pot is an elephant with its trunk curled round the foliage

while on the inner is seated a dwarf. As there is swan in front of the image

seat, the carrier of S&rasvati, the two water pots signify the Ganga and the

Yamuna. In a temple, also at Aihole on the doorway, below are sculptured

water pots with foliage, elephants and two figures, one sitting and the other

standing by the side of the elephant, and on the right above is Yamuna in

tribhanga on tortoise. Yamuna holds a lotus bud with stein in the right

hand and a water-pot in the left hand. Her head coiffure is huge Kesabandha

and she wears kundalas, necklace with pendant, armlets, bracelets, girdle

and anklets. She is fully draped with cloth hanging like a tassle in the midst.

In the Papanalha temple at Pattadaka!^ Ganga and Yamuna are shown

on the doorway and makara under the former is clear.

20. C. Sivarama Murti: Early Eastern Chalukayan Sculpture P. 81 Fig. 19; The

presence of the swans beside the halos made me surmise whether the Goddess was Sarasvati

in my paper-Sarasvati through the ages in the Journal of Indian History Silver Jubilee

Number.

21. T. A. Gopinatha Rao: Hindu Iconography II-H PI CLV. Tiguva Jabalpore

dt. M.P.)

22. H. Cousens: The Chalukyan Architecture (1926) P. 33.

23. H, Cousens : The Chalukyan Architecture (1926) P. 33.
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Ganga and Yavmma on the doorway of a temple at Biccavole,
24

are unique, as they are seldom found in other temples of the period in the
area. This motif sculpturally symbolises the conquest of. the Rashtrakutas
and the north by Cunaga Vijayaditya III. Ganga is in tribhanga on makara
with legs crossed. She wears a Karandamakuta, usual ornaments, and drapery
and catties a kalasa in the left hand while the right hand is hanging softly.
There is an attendant on the left side. Yamuna on tortoise is similar to Ganga
but is having Kalasa in the right hand while the left hand is resting on the
head of the dwarf. Of the twin representations at Ratnagiri,

25 Ganga is

missing, while Yamuna in tribhanga on tortoise has serious expression and
wears Kesabandha and heavy ornaments. She has a lotus bud in her right
hand while the left hand hangs softly near the waist. The attendant on the
left is holding a chauri and the one on the left has a lotus in her left hand.
In the temple at Kharod,

26 a parasol is shown above the image of Ganga. In
the Achyutaraya temple at Hampi27

is shown most beautifully Ganga in dupli-
cate on makara from whose mouth is issuing the foliage. Ganga in tribhanga
on makara at the entrance of the gopuram at Tadipatri

28 with her right hand
resting on the right lap and holding the branches of a fine foliage from
the mouth of the makara. In the outer most gopura of the Govindaraja-
swami temple at Tirupati, are eight sculptures of Ganga in tribhanga four
on -either side and makara more a land animal with four legs is the Vahana
in every instance. The first pair from inside hold a water pot in one hand
and the branches of the foliage issuing from the inouth of the makara in another.

These exemplify Vijayanagara art though not so refined as at Hampi and

Tadipatri.

Separate images of Ganga and Yamuna are found in Haihaya monuments
e.g., Bheraghat temple

29
Ganga'.'from, Mahanad in "tribhanga on a lotus

carrying, water pots in both the hands; she is most beautiful, profusely orna-

mented, there is nimbus above and everytiling is depicted in ripples. The
image combines poise and charm and "

the linear rhythms of the beautifully

composed drapery echo the waves of the river."30 The image at Besnagar
31

also in tribhanga on a makara has characteristically quick poise and balance

of Saranath tradition and short and heavy appearance. Her right hand
is in suchi pose where as her left hand is resting on a dwarf. A dwarf on
her right is trampling on the lower lip of the makara and is threatening to

24. C, Sivammamurti Eastern Chalukya Sculpture PL XVII.
25. Monastery 1, in the niches above the moulded parts of Saptaratha Projections

PL XLIB Indian Archaeology 1958-59 P. 34.

26. T. A. Gopinatha Rao: Elements of Hindu Iconography I.I-H-P1. CLVI.
27. T. V, Mahalingam: Administration and Social life under Vijayanagar (1940). 394.

28. Fergusson : History of Eastern and Indian Architecture I (1 9 10) p. 405 No 237.

29. A History and Culture of Indian people IV P. 342.

30. Radhakamal Mukharji: The Culture and Art of India p. 441.

31. A. K, Coomaraswamy: A History of Indian and Indonesian art (1927);
A History and culture of Indian people HI P. 521 PL XXII, 49.
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beat it. Ganga In the Colingesvara temple at Biccavole32 is standing grace-

fully on a pedestal with z lotus on the front, holding a mayuraplncha in her

left hand and a water vessel in the right. An attendant is holding an umbrella

above her. An fanage at Benaras33 shows Ganga on makara with a lotus

stalk in her left hand while her right hand rests upon a female attendant.

This sculpture resembles Ganga at Tiguva. Ganga from Deopara
33 has

karandamakuta with pearl festoons, elaborate coiffare, ckakrakundalas, haras,

yajnopavita, breastband, girdle with pearl festoons; both the hands are, bro-

ken. A rare example of Ganga34 at Lahore stands in samabhanga with

four hands, the two upper holding a huge water pot with a lid and handle

over it and a big hole in the centre, while the lower right hand holds a noose

with a handle and the lower left hand holds the foliage issuing from a ma-
kara under her feet. She is profusely ornamented. The statu of Yamuna
at Benares 3S

is in tnbhanga on a tortoise holding a kundika in her

right hand while her left hand is resting on her left thigh. The foliage from
below the left foot reaches the water pot. There is an attendant on the

right side.

There is an instance of Ganga and Yamuna as attendants of Varuna

on either side of him holding chauris. In a cave at Udayagiri
36

is a beautiful

sculpture showing the descent of Ganga and Yamuna from heaven to earth

and ultimately into the sea personified as Lord Varuna. Two streams are

depicted and the right is Ganga on makara adorned with kesabandha, makara-

kundalas, bracelets and anklets. She is carrying a water pot in her left hand
where as her right hand is placed on the hip; Yamuna on tortoise is exactly
similar to Ganga; both are fully draped. Both the streams join and fal

into the sea shown as a vast expanse in which is standing in knee-deep water
Varuna wearing a jewelled fillet, karandamakuta, makarakundalas upper
cloth and ardhoruka. He is holding the water-pot with the right hand placing
it on the left hand under. This is the earliest and the unique representation
of the two goddess descending from heaven.

Ganga standing on makara, wearing Kundalas, necklace, armlets, bracelets,
and anklets, holding lotus with a long stalk with left hand and the right hand
outstretched and empty, is shown in Gupta coins.37 On the left is crescent

topped standard bound with fillet In another form38 Ganga has her right
hand extended with forefinger in suchi pose while the left hand is hanging

32. C. Sivaramamurti Early Eastern Chalulcyan sculpture P. XXVI-a.
33. B. C. Bhattacharya: Indian Images part I PL XXVI Appendix P. 68 No. 6.

33.(<z) History and culture of Indian people V PL XLVI Fig. 99.

34 PL XXX Fig. 1.

35. ,; .- PL XXX Fig. 2.

36. R. K. Mukharji: The Gupta Empire PL XVL
37. Samudragupta PP. 34-35 PL 1 No. 3,

38. Kumaragupta1. A. S. Altekar: The Coinage of the Gupta Empire PP. 70-72.
rI*
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softly; a lotus stalk is in the mouth of makam; there is a female attendant

holding a parasol in her right hand.

The scene of Siva releasing Ganga from his tresses propitiated by

Bhagiratha is portrayed on a pillar
39 in Indian Museum. In the great bas

relief of Gangavaiarana at Mamallqpuram, a natural cleft in the rock has

been utilised to represent the river whose descent from the head of Siva is

watched on either side by gods, demi gods, ascetics, and elephants. Reminis-

cent of Amaravati tradition, this Pallava
*

tapestry in rock
' commands a

place in any considerable history of world art.40 In a sculpture at Elephanta

Ganga is shown descending from the jata held by the back right hand of Siva.

In a similar but magnificent example at Trichnopally,
41 Ganga is shown stated

with her hands folded in anjali pose at the end of 2. jata taken out by Siva

with his back hand. In the sculpture at Ellora,
42 Ganga let down by Siva

by his front right hand, descends upon the head of Bhagiratha and then flows,

to the Sagaraputras seated cross legged doing anjali at the foot of Siva. In

the Gangadhara panels at Timvalisvaram** and Gangaikonda-Cholapuram
57ra simulateneously receives Ganga and pacifies Parvati. In a sculpture

at Tammangalam^ Ganga descending from a jata. of Siva's head is held- by

his back left hand in the form of a river which is swallowed by a bull on the

pdestal where Siva and Uma are standing. A bronze replica of this is at

Vaidisvaran Koil A sculpture of Gangadhara without Gauri supporting

Ganga with his right hand is at Tanjore.

Ganga is shown as a tiny figure in the representations of Siva as Nararaja.

In the example from Kottappadi, Ganga is worked-out between the five jatas

of Siva on one side. She is shown seated on a jata issuing on the left side

of jatamakuta of Siva from Kanchipumm. Her hands are in arjali pose and

her head is shaded with the hood of a five headed cobra. A similar sculpture

is at Changanur. In a chofa bronze of -Natesaf* a full length human figuie

of Ganga is shown on the whirling locks of hair. A bust of Ganga is shown

in a bronze from Belur and another from Adaikkettavan. Though not con-

forming to iconographic texts a full length figure of Ganga with the lower

part of the body in Naga form on the two locks of hair above the shoulder

on the right side of Siva; another example of this form occurs in a bronze

39. From Chandiman and Rajaona (Bihar).

40. K. A. Nilakanta Sastri: The Cholas (2nd Edition 1955) P. 723;

A. L. Basham: The Wonder that was India (1956) P. 372.

41. Excavated by Mahendravarman*-middle of 7th century A.D.; T.A. Gopinath Rao;
Elements of Hindu Iconography Vol. H part I PI. XC1 Fig. 1 ;

A. EL Longhurst: Pallava Architecture (1924) part I P. 14.

42. T. A. Gopinatha Rao: Hindu Iconography II 1 PL XCii Fig. 1.

43. K. A. Nilakantha Sastri: The Cote (2nd Edition 1955) P. XX Fig. 47.

44. Kailasanatha temple: T. A. Gopinatha Rao: Hindu Iconography UU-I-PL XCIIL

45. Gravely and Ramachandran: Catalogue of South Indian Hindu Metal Images
in Madras Museum (1932) PL XVI, Fig. 1.
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from Kuduttavanitam. Ganga is shown in the sculpture of Adhlkaranandi

at Valuvar.

In the Trivikrama sculpture at Belur,
46 over the out stretched right foot

Brahma is shown washing it with the water of the Ganges flowing as a river

suggested by fish and tortoise. The sculpture at Nuggehalli is similar, with

the difference that here the left leg is stretched to measure the upper regions.

These are in Hoysalastyie. In the specimen at Nagalapuram*
1 the furiously

descending Ganga is made to fall on the head of Siva seated in Yoga pose

on the top of mount Kailas; the same is borne by Bali on the crown of his

head
"
This is an instance of sectarian prejudice altering the usual composition

of sculptures."

.
.

-'

.

VI.

The shrine at Ellora,
48 dedicated to the river goddesses is the earliest

of its kind. In this Sarasvati is on a Lotus, in the centre is Ganga on lotus

on makara and the third Yamuna on a tortoise with water plants depicted

behind them. There is a similar shrine for the river goddesses at Ajanta.*
8

A temple of Ganga is mentioned in a record at Kukkanur (1186 A.D.); another

of Gangaparameswari (1525 26).
50 Shrines to Ganga as a village goddess

are common. In Pullagunta Ganga is on makara signifying her as a river

goddess; At Tirupati and Atluru are shrines for Ganga.

46. T. A. Gopinatha Rao: Elements of Hindu iconography .1-1 P, 177 P.L. L
47. .';,. > M-Pi L. 11. F. 592.

48. Ferguson: a History of Eastern and Indian architectureI (1910) i>. 346 No. 206;

Journal of Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute Vol. 23 (1942).

49. Buddhist rock cut cave converted into a shrine in the back-wall.

50. Nellore Inscriptions Vol. 1 p. 316.
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WOMEN IN ANCIENT INDIA

(AS REFLECTED IN SANSKRIT TEXTS.)

BY

N. SUBRAMANIA SASTRI, M.A.,

Curator, S. V. U. O. R. Institute, Timp*ti.

A problem of very great importance both in the sociology and ethics

of a people is the conception of and position assigned to women in social

life. It is one of the criteria of considerable value in estimating with precision

the proper rank attained by a particular people in the comity of civilised

nations. In this respect, the Hindu ideas have gone through various vicissi-

tudes. Further, Literature, it is rightly said, is the mirror of the soul of

society. From that standpoint, the conception and treatment of women, as

reflected in the well-known Sanskrit texts of Ancient India, is indeed a very

interesting study. The personalities and situations portrayed here represent

the proto-types of actual men and women, as found at the time in that Society

and that alone is the secret of their appeals to the readers. Merely

impossible, absolutely fantastic personalities and situations cannot hold the

attention for long. Hence, the universal and permanent appeal of those

gems of Sanskrit texts, is based on the fact that they did represent actualities

and possibilities in those days.

Women and the Household We shall, in this section, describe what

duties a woman had to attend to as the matron of a household. It is at home

in the performance of her quiet duties that a woman appears at her best. The

bodily and mental constitutions of the sexes are happily adapted to the different

provinces alloted to them in life. The man * formed for valour
5

is fit for

outdoor exploits while the weak sex (abald) with her softness and sweet

attractive grace
1 has been entrusted with the arrangement of the household

and the childward care from very early times. We have vedic texts alluding

to careful and industrious wives superintending the arrangements of the house,

sending everyone in the house to his or her works in the morning
2

. We read

of women weaving garments,
3 of women working at the pestle and mortar,

4

and women engaged in needle work.5 " A female must always jive with a

L Compare M. B. Ami. Parva, Sec. 12, V. 14.

=?[ g-rf^f ^ ftwsM fiFWFRT: \
-O t3

cf^cf =tf cffrf =3" JW 'JTT: 1 1

Z*R, V.I.48. 5 &6;I. 124. 4.

3. R. V. II. 38. 4, X. 130.

4. R. V. X. 28. 3.

5. R. V. II 32- 4.
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cheerful temper
"
according to Manu,

"
with good management of the affairs

of the house, with great care of the household furniture and with frugal hand

in all her expenses ............... Let the husband employ his wife in the collection

and expenditure of wealth and the superintendence of household utensils." 6

Draupadi, in explaining to Satyabhama how she was able to keep her husband's

affection, says
"

I always keep the house and all household utensils very

Mean and in good order. Carefully do I preserve the rice and serve food at

proper time. Whatever my husbands eat not, whatever my husbands drink

not, I carefully avoid."

"Formerly eight thousand guests were fed by me daily in the palace of

Yudhisthira. I knew everything what the maid-servants and other attendants,

the cow-herds, and shepherds of the royal establishment did or did not ......

Yudhisthira had many thousands of horses and elephants. It was I who

looked after them and heard all complaints about them.,. ......... I looked

after the income and expenditure of the king and it was I who superintended

their vast treasury."
7 That women did not 'fail in the childward care' is

clear from what Manu says that
"
production of children and the nurture

of them when produced are peculiar to the wife." In the prelude to Mudra-

rakshasa8 and Mrichchakatika9 we have allusion to women's *'

fetching water,

grinding, sighing over a pestle and working in the kitchen. To give an insight

into the other functions of a Hindu woman we shall give here a translation

of a few of the aphorisions of Vatsyayana bearing on the subject (Kama Sutras

21st. section on Hindu wives).***

Sutra 3. Let her keep her house very clean, the floor well-swept and

adorned with flowers.

Sutra 10. In the matter of meals, let a wife see what meals are liked

by the husband and $hat not, what wholesome, what unwholesome.

Sutra 14. Let her secretly advise her husband against putting himself

to too much or unnecessary expense.

Sutra 18. The kitchen should be kept very clean and protected.

6.- .- Manu: V. 150; IX. II. Cf. Yajnavalkya. I. 83.

7. Maha. Bha. Vana. 232.

: \

9. JT^T 3"W=fr PH'Hd, -STRnCT ^tftft 3JPJ%"; ^qo-q <jo-~c| cj

10. Vatsyayantfs Kamasutra: Chap. '21.

Sutra 3.

Sutra 10.

Sutra 14.

Sutra IS. WTTO FTOT
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Sutra 26. Let her get for the household necessary things such as mud
vessels, baskets, wooden vessels, leathern vessels and metal vessels, whenever

they are cheap.

Sutra 27. Let her have the following rare articles well hidden and

protected salt, oil, perfumes, medicines and pickles.

Sutra 28. Let her get the seeds of various plants and sow them in proper
time.

Sutra 31. Let her first estimate the probable amount of her husband's

annual income and spend accordingly.

Sutra 32. If there be more milk after use, let her make ghee out of it.

In the same way let her make proper use of oil and sugar that remain after

meals. Let her spin and weave. Let her carefully watch, when the paddy
is husked or rice is pounded. Let her make proper use of the rice-water,

scum of boiled rice, the chaff and the rice-pollen and charcoal. Let her keep
accounts of wages given to servants. Let her daily close accounts.

Sutra 33. Let her keep carefully the torn cloths of her husband and

present them \%hen opportunity occurs to the servants or beggars or use them

otherwise (^l^rff^r says the commentator). And so on.

Some of these directions of Vatsyayana have been well utilised by Dandin

in his Dasakumaracharita (See the tale of Gomini related in the 6th. Uchvasa

of Dasakumaracharita).

Amusements etc., of women We shall next-.describe how the Hindu

women spent their lighter hours in ancient days. Mjasic and dancing have

been their chief accomplishments froii^ very early times-., Ushas, in the Rig

Veda,
11

is described as putting onabroidered attire like a female dancer and

singing a song like a woman active in that task. We know that Arjuna as

a eunuch taught music, vocal and instrumental, besides dancing to the daughter

of the king Virata In the 224th section of the Adi Parva of the Maha-

bharata, we have an account of a jolly party where some females danced,

Sutra 26.
.4jfgft<?r

^FTEcFrnf ^^p^Fri" =3*

Sutra 27. Tiqui^&rhr^ *F^ &*4 *& *f ^T t
u^ 1

Sutra 28. eifflT^ *u u<si*tir... .^PT H?H U < SHTcfaTf ^T37farf^Nff 3F>w 3TFT 1

Sutra 31.

Sutra 32. l^r||<4(|^KJft<^TcT ^K-MfW cf^TT

*w :

Sutra 33. ^sj^^rqitti =^r Wt^^rFRTT ti^^td Pi

11. R. V. I. 92. 3 & 4.

12. M, B. Vir. Pa. Sec.

M. B. Adi Parva, Sec. 224 and Jayadeva's Gita-govinda; 3rd song.
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some played on Vina and some others on Mridanga. Rasakrida shows

the fondness of ancient Hindu women for dancing. In the dramas we hear

of music saloons attached to the palaces of the kings. In Malavikagnimitra,

we find mention of two rival pupils in dancing and music. Malayavati in

the Nagananda is singing a tune and playing on her Vina before the goddess.

In the inter-drama in Priyadarsika the heroine, disguised, plays on her Vina

and dances. The wife of the Yaksha in Meghaduta
13

is devoting her time

to Vina in her lord's absence. Portrait drawing was another female accom-

plishments. Ratnavali, Malati and Vasantasena drew portraits of their

lovers. Ratnavali's friend Susangata drew the likeness of Sagarika. In

the Vishnu-Purana, it is said that Chitralekha, the friend of Usha, drew the

likeness of all the gods and kings. Seeing the ornaments presented by the

sylvan deities, Anasuya, in Sakuntala. says
'

though we are unused to orna-

ments, we shall put them on the body of Sakuntala, knowing the proper places

by our acquaintance with the. art of painting.
14 Among other amusements

may be mentioned swinging. Dharini in Malavikagnimitra had her ankle

sprained while rocking in a swing'* In Vidhasalabhanjika some of the fair

tenants of the harem amused themselves with swinging. In the same drama
we find a reference to kanduka or ball-play. We see in DasaTcumaracharita15

how kandu-kavati played at balls in accordance with the rules laid down
in Kandukatantra.

Hindu ladies of old seem to have spent much of their spare time in their

gardens. Every house had its own garden for the inmates to engage in small
talk. Sakuntala and her friends grew and watered the plants. The wife
of the Yaksha, in Meghaduta, used to sit in her garden and think of her absent
lord. Vasantasena was found by Waitreya in her magnificent garden.
Gathering of flowers and making of garlands were also favourite occupations
with

^

Hindu ladies. Anasuya and Priyamvada gather flowers for the sacred
offering. Sagarika, in Ratnavali, gathers flowers for the worship of Ananga.
Malati made garlands of flowers. In the Virata's Court, Draupadi says

"
I

know how to make garlands of flowers and to make braids of hair." Garden
parties** were very common. We have allusion in the Ramayana 17 to pleasure-
seekmg females going with their husbands to distant gardens. Vasantasena

13. Megtia-dota H. 25.
'

'

.

'
'

14. Sakn. Act. IV
15. Dasaktimarcbarita II. 6th Uch.

'^6. Vatsyayaaa. Sec, 4. sutra 7.

17, Ramayana, Ayodfeya Cfap. 67.

18. Vatsyayana's Aiigavidyas.

UKHHfofT - (Vasanta-

are a few of tlle sixty-four Arya-vidyas mentioned
Vatsyayana.

'

'

'' '

,

'

' "

..

-
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goes to meet her beloved in a garden outside the town. Allusion is also made
In Malavikagnimitra, Ratnavali and other works to Dohada or the custom
of making the trees bud and blossom at unseasonable time by the kick, kiss,

embrace etc., of a lovely damsel.

That Jalakrida was another of their pastimes need not be told. Drinking
was another favourite -amusement; drinking was one cf the vices of women
of those days. In Vasantasena's sixth court, Maitreya sees females drinking.

Vatsayana makes mention of drinking parties (qr^ft^)- Bhatavi, in

his Kiratarjuniya, has a whole canto on the joys of drinking. Kalidasa often

speaks of ladies whose mouths were scented with the perfumes of liquour

(Megha. II. 24). Another amusement of Hindu ladies in ancient India was

training the parrot to speak ( ^K^ip^,; ^MH^ _ of Vatsyayana). In

Meghaduta, Yaksha's wife is speaking to hei parrot In Ratnavali 'the pra-

ttling parrot' repeats before the king the secrof; conversation between Sagarika
and her friend. Vasantasena's seventh C&aii is an aviary where all the birds

were taught to speak and chant. Rearing the domestic animals was another

occupation of women. Vatsyayana i% of opinion that women may spend
their time in training sheep, cocks ancfotlier animals for mock-fight. Vasanta-

sena's second Court is a. stable foi all the domestic animals, Sakuntala brought

up flowers like childien. Vatsyayana mentions 64 branches in which females

weie well up in thost times. -Those mentioned in the foot-note eighteen were

some of them. Refeience is made to women driving in cars even in the Rig-

Veda. 19
Savitri is said to have driven in a vehicle in search for her husband.

Vasantasena went in a litter. Malati rode on an elephant to the temple
20

.

Women used to observe vows and fastings. Kausalya is described as perfor-

ming hcrpuja (worship) everyday. "Worshipful Kausalya, seeking her son's

welfare, kept up the whole night being absorbed in meditation, and was

worshipping the God Vishnu. Wearing silk cloth, pleased, and accustomed

to the performance of religious rites everyday, she, performing benedictory

ceremonies, was offering oblation unto fire."
21 In Sakuntalani, Dushyanta

is asked to be present at the scfcinn ceremony of the queen-mother.
22 Vasava-

datta, -in ..Ratnavali, worships the image ..of Ananga. Bhanumati, in Veni-

sainhara, presents offering to the rising sun. 23 Ausinari in Vikramorvasi,

19. R. V. I. 116. 17; I. 167. 5 & 6.

20. It seems that females never rode on a horse. In the Mahabharata, a king hunting

in a forest, was metamorphosed into a woman and he says
"' How am I in this form, to

ride on my horse
"

3TrCl($w? ^f ^q^q zpzf ^iWlfV 3TT J^C (M. Bharata. Ami.

Parva, sec. 12

21. Ramayana: Ayodhya Kanda; Chp. 20, verses 14 19.

22. Sakuntala: Act. II.

23. Venisamhara Act. IL

.

'

5
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offers flowers to the bright moon. 24 It was customary for a bride to pay
her adoration to some deity just before hei marriage.

25 Malati presents offerings
to the goddess. Rukmini did the same before her marriage. Females also
formed the personal attendants of Kings. Chandragupta was surrounded
by female slaves. Dushyanta had Yavani slaves to carry his bows and arrows. 26

Pururavas is said to have had female torch-bearers also. 27 Women have
had, of course, from the earliest times an inordinate fondness for ornaments
and valuable clothes.

Seclusion of women In the Vedic times the social position of women
was very high. It is said in the Mahabharsta,

" women formerly were not
immured within houses. They used to go about fieely as best liked by them." 28

They attended the sacrifices with their husbands. They were at liberty to
drive abroad and were piesent at public feasts and games. We know that
a mother and her daughter were present at a sacrifice conducted by opulent
Rathavithi 29 The presence of charming ladies added much to the lustre
of social life. They were

agreeabl^at
festivals.30

They embelished their bodies with garlends, and scents, and unguents
and walked out glancing to the right .and left.

31 But as the vices of civili-
sation increased, Hindu high-born maids and matrons were gradually doomed
to a life of seclusion. They bided at home wheie they had their duties, their
occupations and their pleasures which gave them the interest they needed
But it was common for them to stir out in times of festivities;

"
why are not

all the citizens abroad and merry-making with their wives?" says Chandra-
in Mudrarakshasa.32

The restraints placed on royal maidens and ladies seem to have been
very severe. Panini uses the tern (sf^fmWone not seeiig the Sun
to denote a royal lady, because she, being shut up in her harem, had no
opportunity of seeing the sun. The harem, as well, is referred to Evenat home royal females lived in their own piivate apartment called (***)
guarded pace-^apart from the quarters frequented by the males. cJS

in public.

crfepftw **n*for:

Vikramorvasi, Act IIIramorvas, Act III
-

25. Saku. Act, IV.

26. Sakentala Act. H & VI.
27. Vikramorvasi; Act HI & Act VI.
28. Maha. B. Adi Parva. sec 122

* LV' L
vJ : R" V' L 116' 17

' R ' V' D- ^. 5 & 6.
30. Atharva Veda: H. 36 1

II' 5" I' \n - 39 -2
''
^ 55.8; X. 85, 7.

32.
Mudrarakshasa, Act HI

33. Kaus. Sutras. 17. 6.
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u And that Sita whom formerly the very rangers of the sky had not seen before,

is today beheld by the passers-by."
34 Sri Rama clearly exposes the futility

of this custom and rises superior to it. In the Yuddha-Kanda of the

Ramayana, when Vibhishana begins to drive out people in oider that Sita

may present herself before Sri Rama, Sri Rama says:*' why dost thou insult

me by disturbing all these? Do you remove their anxiety: they are all my
own men. It is not houses, clothes or walls which constitute the veil of

women: character is the veil of women. There is no sin consequent upon

seeing women in danger, difficulty, war, Swayamvara (self-choice) sacrifice

and marriage." Draupadi, when brought before the Sabha, said
"

I who

appeared before the public only at my Swayamvara and was not seen before

and after even by the God of wind is now brought before this assembly.**

The social restraints to which females were subjected operated to such an

extent as to preclude them from taking any part in society. This was more

particularly the case with unmarried women. We learn from the dramas,

that Sakuntala, Ratnavali and other heroines could, with great difficulty,

be prevailed upon to address the objects of their affection. They answer

every question by proxy, as it was a part of a virtuous breeding for a virgin

to decline conversation with a man and she would have violated decorum

if she had ventured to reply. When Sakuntala asks Kanva to send her two

female friends with her to the city, he says "They are yet unmarried, it is

not proper for them to go with you into the city."
35 No such restraint was

imposed upon married Women. We find in the dramas that the queens

frequently and unreservedly enter into conversation with strangers and the

friends of their lords,36 Here is a description of Draupadi when she is alone

in the presence of a guest. She asks the king who visits her hermitage:
"

Is

everything right with thy kingdom, thy government, thy exchequer, and thy

araiy? Art thou, as sole luler, governing the rich countries of Shaivya? Do

thou, O prince, accept this water for washing thy feet."37 Sita herself gives

reception to Ravana, who came disguised as an ascetic, in the absence of

her husband. When modest women had to appear in public, they seem to

have been well veiled. Sakuntala was veiled when she appeared in Dushyanta's

court.38

State of dependence offemales Woman's position in all societies and

in all ages has always been one of dependence. There may be a difference

of degree here and there as time and circumstances permitted. Man has,

however, been always chivalrous in his attitude towards woman although

that chivalrous spirit differed according to age and country and the religion

34. Ramayana: Ayodhya Kanda, sec. 33 and Yuddha-Kanda, sec. 114, 2628.

35. Sakun. Act IV.

36. q^p^'^H 3T?r$R:^fT Rajasekhara. Balaramayana Act. IV and compare

also Vatsyayana XXI. 35 rfi^ft^Wi ^T4
1^ H *i ci i 4^14Ff : ^pR" ^TORf : I

37. MahaBha. Vana. 268, 1.113.

38. tylf^cHn^rNdTf *nft 4 l\t <^irHH y*H Saku. Act V.*
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to which they belonged. Some regarded woman as a covetous possession

and as object of enjoyment. But that was the index of the times of rude

age and of rude minds and as man became more and more cultured and refined,

his attitude towards the weaker sex also softened down and today the woman
is being regarded by man as his partner in life with more or less equal rights

with him. All the same, her inherent dependence upon man remains r*s ever

the same.

In the Vedic period, women had as much liberty as men. "In those

days they were not dependent on husbands and other relations."39 On the

occasion of the marriage ceremony a wish was expressed in the bride's favour

that she may be a queen over her father-in-law, her mother-in-law, her husband's

sister and brothers.40 The Vedic formula addressed by the bride-groom

in marriage ceremony seem to preclude the idea of a subordinate position

of wives. He says,
" As in the word Sama> the parts Sa and ama are mutually

connected, so are we, I am Ama, thou art &r."41 Again in the Saptapadi

rite, he says,
" Become the partner of my food, drinking, cattle,, wealth, health

and be my companion and friend.'*42 The same idea of equality was most

forcibly expressed in the Rig-Veda. The commentator explains this passage

thus: "The wife and husband, being the equal halves of one substance,

are equal in every respect; therefore both should join and take equal parts

in all work, religious and secular."43 Further, the term Patni in the Brahmanas

is used to indicate a woman's role as a partner with her husband in sacrifices;

while the term Jaayaa points out her conjugal capacity. It is the special

injunction of the Vedas, however, that no married man shall perform any

religious rite, ceremony, or sacrifice without being joined in it by his wife;

should he do so, his work will be incomplete and half-finished, and he will

not get the full results; because the wife is considered to be a. partaker .and

partner in the spiritual life of her husband; she is called in Sanskrit Saha-

dhawnmi,-'" spiritual help-mate." This idea is very old, as old as the Hindu

nation. This idea of equality ofman and woman was most forcibly expressed

in the Rig-Veda.
44 No other scriptures of the world have ever given to

the woman such equality with man as the Vedas of the Hindus.

But latter, in the time of the epics and the law-books (i.e., Smritis)

women came to be reduced to a state of dependence. Perhaps women were

inclined to be too independent in men's estimation and they wanted to restrain

and domineer over them. Manu, as in Ancei&t Roman law, institutes "the

perpetual tutelage of women." He says
"
In childhood must a female be

dependent on her father, in youth on her husband, her lord being dead on

39.

'

Maha-Bha. Adi. sec. 122.

40. Rig. Veda: X 85. 46; Atharya-Veda, XIV. I. 44...
'

. 41.,. Aita,Brah.'IIL.2/23. ,','
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42. Biran. S. s, 1. 6. 21. 2; Asv. s.s. L 7. 19.

43. R. V. V. 61. 8.

44. R. V. t.*61. 8.
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her sons, if she have no sons, on the near kinsmen of her husband, if he left

jio kinsmen, on her father's relations and in default of any relation, on the

sovereign; and therefore, at no period of her life can a woman enjoy unres-

trained freedom."45
Vatsyayana, the author of Kamasutra, v^ho generally

holds more liberal views than Manu about the fair sexes, -also looks upon
unrestrained independence for women with disapproval; for he gives

instructions as to the manner and the ways by which citizen (nagaraka) should

protect his womenfolk (antahpurd)^ and his wife (dara). In the Ramayana
Kausalya, after the exile of Sri Rama, addresses Dasaratha,

" One of the refuges

of a woman is her husband, a second is her son, a third Is her relatives and

a fourth she has none, but you, my husband, cease to be my protector, since

you are yourself dependent, my son has been sent to the woods and I cannot

follow him, since you, my husband, are here; and my relatives are far away.
So I am with no protector and am entirely undone.48" Yudhishtira had so

much authority over his wife as to stake her in a game of dice. Harischandra

was free to sell his wife. Saradwata, in the V Act of Sakuntala addresses

Dushyanta, "Sakuntala is your wife, either abandon her or take her, for

authority over wives is admitted to be unlimited. 49"
Thus, in general, in

the time of the epics and law-books, woman's status became markedly inferior

to her partner in many respects, although respectful treatment to her is

enjoined upon men in her various capacities, we shall find as we proceed^

Learning of womenIn that golden epoch of Hindu History when our

Rishi fathers lived, the education of women was higher than it is at present.

Women had access to the highest culture of the day and they contributed

their own share to the creative work of the age. But while the acquisition

of spiritual knowledge and a systematic course of instruction were considered

obligatory on all Hindu boys it was optional for Hindu girls to receive Vedic

instruction because they had to devote a large portion of their time to house-

hold duties. 50 In the Rig-Veda, we find the names of many inspired women
who attained to the realisation of the highest spiritual truths. These inspired

women are recognised by all classes as the Seers of Truth, as spiritual

instructors, divine speakers and revealers equally with the inspired men
of Vedic hymns. Visvavara of the family (gotra) of Atri, is described as a

philosopher (Brahmavadlni) and well-versed in the sacred texts and is the

author of a hymn in the Rig-Veda.
51 In the Kashivat house, there was p, line

45. Manu. V, 147, 148; IX. 3; Yajnavalkya I 85 Cf. MahaBha. Anu. Par. sec. 46.

verse 14.

46. Kamasutra: V. 6; IV, 2, 72 84.

47. Ibid., V. 6, 43 ff.

48. Ramayana: Ayodhya, sec. 61.

49. WTWT .f ^1 SHpn*
;e%>^ I Sak. Act. V.

50. In the qualifications required in a bride according to the Sutras and Smritis, nothing
is said about the culture of a maiden while learning has been mentioned as one of essential

qualifications to be observed in a bride-groom (See Manu III, 8, 9, 10; Yajna. I. 52 53 and

Apastambha. G. S. I. 3, 18 & 19).

51. R. V. V. 28.
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of inspired women and poetesses and of these Ghosha was the greatest. She

was the daughter of Kakshivani. She calls herself a princess and probably

her father was a ruler. She remained unmarried to a late age, when she was

favoured with a husband by the grace of the Asvins.52 Queen Sasvati,
53

wife of King Asanga, is also a philosopher of Vedic times. Apala, another

philosopher (Brahmavadlnl) well-versed in the Vedic texts (R. V. VIII 80, 91).

Juhu (X 109), Madhavi (I. 91), Sasiprabha (IV* 4), Reva (I. 87), Pahayi (I. 83)

are also poetic seers of the hymns.
54 Thus we know -of the immortal verses

of some 27 female Vedic seers, as well as 70 Buddhist Theris or Nuns. In

the Asvalayana Grihya sutras, Gargi, Vachaknavi, Vadava Pratitheyi, Sulabha

Maitreyi are mentioned along with the ancient venerable Rishis.^ Lopamudra
is referred to in the Anukramani. All of these are the names of inspired

women, revealers of the spiritual wisdom. Every one of them lived the ideal

life of spirituality, being untouched by the things of the world./ They are

called in Sanskrit Brahmavadims, the speakers and revealers of Brahman

the Infinite source of spirituality. They were devout performers of the

religious rites, singers of holy hymns and often discussed with great philoso-

phers the most subtle problems of life and death, the nature of the soul and

of God and their inter-relation and sometimes in the course of these dis-

cussions, they defeated the most advanced thinkers among them. Yajna-

valkya discoursed on the highest philosophical problems with his wife.

Maitreyi received in this way from her husband the highest metaphysical

truths and prized them above all worldly treasures. Again when Yajna-

valkya silenced the Brahmins who challenged his supremacy in the court

of Janaka, a lady got up and said:
" O Yajnavalkya, as the son of a warrior

from Kasis or Videhas might string his loosened bow, and take two pointed

foe-piercing arrows in his hand and rise to battle, I have risen to fight thee

with two questions. Answer me these questions'
56 Then Yajnavalkya

answered these questions of Gargi. In the Mahabharata a lady named Sulabha

discusses the problem of attaining Moksha.57 It is a fairly long discourse.

Sulabha who was
"

gifted with Yogic powers/'
58 had really come to test the

knowledge of king Janaka. This trend of women's right to Vedic education

and teaching continued uninterrupted for nearly four thousand years till

the time of Patanjali's
*

Mahabhashya
'

or the commentary on Panini's Ashta-

52. Rig. I, 117, 122; X. 39 40.

53. Rig. Vin, 1. 34.

54. See, women Poets of the Rig Veda (IA. 1. 113), Poems by Indian women by N.

Macnicol (Her. of India Series); Journal of Sans. Sah. Parishat XVI.
55. Asvalayana: G. S. III. 4.

The Rig-veda also relates us the story of Brihaspati and his wife Juhu in this connection;

he left his wife and went away for practising penances; but the gods explained to him it was

improper to perform penances alone without wife. (Rig. X. 109).

56. Brihada. Upani H. 4. 1; IV, 5.1; HI. 6.1; HI. 8.1

57. MaM, Santi, 321, vs. 20 192.

58. Ibid., 321, 16.

10
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dhyayi, in the 2nd Century B. C. Patanjali in. his Mahabhashya, tefers to

the lady scholars o! his ir les who were well-versed in the
( Miircm a-sastra,

*

a work written by Kasak itsnii; and these woT^n are known a; Kasakrltsnaa

(IV. 1.140). Brahmanih Patanjali also disting.ishes the word Ugadhyaayii

from Upadhyaayaami. Upadhyaayii is a lady teacher under whom one studies;

while an Upadhyayii i>. the wife of an Upadhyaaya or a teach i ; this shows

that there were lady teachers in those tines (ibid, iii. 322). There were so

many women scholars and teachers of repute that special terms had to be

coined to denote them, e.g., Women students of Rig-Veda were called
1

Bahvrichis* those of Kaiha school
'

Kathi*: and women teachers "lp#-
dhyayaa" or

"
Upadhyayi

"
or

"
Acharya" It was latterly ruled that

"women have no business with the texts of the Vedas*''m Why the In-

dians latterly withheld communicating the Vedas and metaphysical doct-

rines to women is accounted for by Magasthenes thus: (1) "If they under-

stood these doctrines they would learn to be indifferent to pleasure and

pain and would no longer continue to be the slaves of others, or (2) they

would, being generally talkative, communicate their Knowledge to those

who have no right to it. We may surmise that this change took place

about the time of Mrichakatika in which (III Act) Maitreya says, that he
"
cannot but laugh to hear a woman reading Sanskrit and a man singing a

song."
60 As women weie debarred from Vedic study, metaphysical truths,

morality and religion have been preached to them for many centuries by

means of the Puranas, Itihasas and Upakhyanas.
" The Mahabharata and

the Puranas
"

says the author of the Bhagavata
"
have been specially composed

for the benefit of the womenthose excluded from the Vedic study." Women
used to be teachers also in those times. (Br. up. Ill, 3, 1; 7, 1).

*' f

Coming down from the Vedic period to the time when the Puranas and

Epics were written we find women at a very high intellectual and moral stan-

dard. The Ramayana is a glorious illustration for the Hindu ideal of woman

hood. Sita is prepared to cast off all the luxuries of the palace and accompany

her husband to the forest. She was the ideal wife, the ideal mother and the

ideal queen; she was the embodiment of purity, chastity and kindness, the

personification of spirituality. She still stands as the perfect type of ideal

womanhood in the hearts of Hindu women of all castes and creeds. In the

whole religious history. of. the world a second -Sita will not be found. Her

life was unique. She is worshipped as an Incarnation of God; as Christ

59. Satapatha Brahmana XIV. 9. 4. 7. prescribes a rite for a man who wishes to have

a learned daughter born to Mm (srq" "%: f^^f f%fT *t qf^T W1W) but the commen-

tator on the Brahmana explains
*
that the learning" of a daughter is skill in the domestic

activity as women have no power to engage in vedic study, . (fffgj

3

60.

Mrchhakatika Act IH.

.11
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is worshipped among Christians or Lord Buddha among the Buddhists. India

is the only country where prevails a belief that God incarnates in the form

of a woman as well as in that of a man. Savitri is represented in the Maha-

bharata as well-versed in al) *he Sastras.

From the classical Sanscrit works of pre-Medieval India we learn that

the female characters painted there do indeed stand out as bright examples

of the height of literary perfection reached by Hindu women of those days.

Just one or two examples, mainly from the Sanskrit dramatic literature which

abounds in female characters, are enough to illustrate this fact. For, Literature,

It is rightly said, is the mirror of the soul of society.

In Kalidasa's first drama,
c

Malavikagnimitra
*

(5th Century A.D.) there

Is quite a large number of highly educated and cultured female roles. Here,
we first meet the great woman scholar and ascetic Kausiki, greatly honoured

by all, Including the King, for her wide learning, profound and penetrating

power of judgment. The heroine of this drama, Malavika, too is a learned

and accomplished lady, and the Queen Dharini too, has been depicted as

'no 'less perfect.

In Bhavabhuti's
*

Malatimadhava,' also (7th Cent. A.D.), we meet with
a female ascetic of great repute, viz., Kamandaki, a Buddhist nun, to whose
house flocked together students from different parts of the country for learning.
The two ascetic disciples of Kamandaki, viz,. Saudamini and Buddharakshita,
Malatfs friends and companions, all represent a very bright picture of women
culture and progress In those days.

In Banabhatta's
*

KaSaajjbari
'

(7th Cent. A.D.), a famous prose work,
the three female characters, Kadambari, Mahasveta and Patralekha are
described as possessing of great learning and wisdom.

Another still later celebrated Prakrit Drama '

Karpuramanjari
'

by Raja-
sekhaia (10th Cent. A.D.) vividly portrays a very encouraging picture of
the high standard of educational proficiency attained by some women cf those
days (10th Cent. A.D.). In this drama all the ladies have been described
as highl} learned and most of them being experts in the difficult art of poetry-
writlrg too. Thus, even the royal servant Vichakshana is found -to compose
poems, regarding the Malaya-samirana or the spring breeze and recite them
before the king, queen and Vidushaka, and is highly praised by ihe king for
her poetic abilities, fitting faei name "

Vichakshma" or a clever maiden
Her supreme cleverness and ready wit are admirably displayed in her playful
repartees with the Vidushaka before the king and the queen in this scene.
Later, Vichakshana herself hands over to the king three poems composed
by Karpuia-anjari herself, and her elder sister Sulakshana, describing the
love-lorn state of the hemine Karpuramanjari. All the three are rMitly
coir.ptaed by the love-lorn king himself; and even Vidushaka, VidwLshaaa-s constant opponent, admits^Vichakshana and her sister Sulakshanal"
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to be
"
.Mahirala-Saraswati

"
and

"
Tribhuvana-saraswati" or. the GoddebS

of Learning on earth nd in three woilds respectfully. Thus in the

a
Karpuramanjati," we find many instances of women attaining that high

standard of educational efficiency which enabled them to compose excellent

poems at ease.

Nearly some 150 verses from the pens of about 50 Sanskrit poetesses

have been preserved for us, to enjoy and cherish in the different Kosa-Kavyas

or anthologies. The anthologies quote verses of Jaghanaeapala, Avila'iibita-

saraswati, Indulekha, Kuntidevi, Candalavidya, Nagama Padmsvati, Madalasa

Rajakasaraswati, Virasaraswati, Gauri and others and they can easily take

their place among the women poets of the world. Rajasekhara praises some

poetesses,
*
Sila Bhattarika, Vikatanitamba, Vijayanka, Vijya or Vijjika,

Subhadra, Prabhudevi.

Sila's expression followed her imagery,
61 Vikatanitamba's verses were

elegant in simplicity.
62 The style of Subhadra appealed to the poetic mind

and stuck to it for ever. Vijjaka has been identified with the queen of

Chaadraditya, son of Pulakesin II, from the Nerur and Kochre grants dated

659 A.D.63

The poems of the Sanskrit poetesses covered a variety of subjects, like

deities, beauty of features, different types of human beings, Jove,
animals

and birds, Nature, trees, and flowers, seasons, inanimate objects, religion,

ethics and philosophy. As regards style, simplicity and sweetness are their .

two main lamcteristics/so that their verses have all a ring of sincerity,

spontaneity and easy grace. ^____
61 Vagbto^^ as ^V 8* Peterson, Subh. 130.

62. See Peterson, Subh. 117; Thomas, Kav. 104; 'Anftedit ZDMG, XXVH, 85; Bhan-

darfcar R
B. Bhattacharya (Brief Summary of Sahityasastm, Journal

,
vol. ix) says that h, was a contempo^ of Dandm.

13
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The above poetical compositions, scattered and incomplete as they are,

fully justify the following significant observation of the celebrated poet,

dramatist and rhetorician Rajasekhara (10th Cent. A.D.), in his famous work

Kavya-mimamsa.

"Like men, women too can be poets. Genius inheres in the self,

irrespective of sex differences between men and women. It is heard as well

as seen that princesses, daughters of ministers etc,, were possessed of extensive

knowledge ofthe Sastras and poetic genius."
64

Instances of woman performing penances and Yoga practices were not
rare.

*<
Here a lady of the higher class maiden, leading from youth Brahma-

charya became crowned with ascetic success. Ultimately, in the possession
of Yoga powers, that lady proceeded to heaven. The high-souled Sandilya,
O King, got a beautiful daughter who wyas chaste, wedded to severe vows,
self-restrained and observant of Brdkmacharya. Having performed the
severest penances such as are capable of being performed by women, the

blessed lady at last went to heaven, worshipped by the gods and Brahmins "6&

Similarly, a woman of the name of Sulabha, belonging to mendicant order,

practised the duties of Yoga and wandered the whole earth.66 Anasuya
is thus introduced to Sri Rama by her husband Atri.

"
The people were

ceaselessly burning in consequence of a famine extending over ten years.

Anasuya who had practised rigid asceticism and voluntary penances, created
fruits and roots, and the Jahnavt (the Ganges) was made by her to flow through
the asylum. She performed mighty austerities for many years, which were
instrumental in stopping the disturbance to the asceticism of the sages; and
she brought ten nights within the compass of one. Let Vaidehi (Sita) always
resort to this aged ascetic, devoid of anger, who is- worthy of being bowed down
by all creatures"*

1

* These instances show that women were allowed to practise
Yoga; even today there are many living Yoginis in India who are highly
advanfced in spirituality. Many of these Yoginis become spiritual teachers
of men. Sri Ra-akrishna Paramahamsa, the greatest Saint of the nineteenth

century was taught spiritual truths by a Yogini**

In the Mahabharata, there are some notable instances which illustrate
how women used to take upon themselves the task of directing man on
religious and social question. Thus, how a lady named Sulabha who

;.."
was

gifted with yogic powers
"

discusses the problem of attaining Moksha69

with King Janaka was already noticed by us. Both of them exchanged

64. Rajasekhara's Kavyamimamsa.
65. Maha-Bha. Salya par. sec, 59. 69.
66. Ibid, Santi. 325. 7.

67. Ramayana.
'

'

'

;

."..'"'
"''

\

'

;

;

;

---: ...::;..
68. See "Life and Sayings of Sri Ramakrishna **

by Pro Max Muller.
69. Maha Bfaa. Santi; see. 321, vs, 20192.
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whatever he and she had to say on the problem. After
"
hearing the words

of Sulabha fraught with excellent sense and reason, King Janaka could not

reply thereto. 70
Agrvn, the Brahmin preceptor (Guru) of King Sonajit, cites

to him the authority of the verses sung by a courtesan (vesya) called Pingala

(Pingalaya gita gatha) on the problemof life, death and Knowledge.
71 In the

Vanaparva, agam, Draupadi gives a long lecture to Yudhishtira and Bhima

upon certain problems of conduct and morality.
27 In a later Parva, Draupadi

is once more found giving a long discourse73 to her husband on his duties as

a Kshatriya. Yudhisthira disgusted with war and its evil effects, is in favour

of renunciation of all worldly affairs. But Draupadi reprimands him for this

foolish idea of his.
"

If/* says she, "these brothers of yours are sane, they
would have locked you up with all the unbelievers (in a prison) and taken

charge of the government of the earth. The man, who, on account of feeble

intellect, acts thus never succeeds in winning prosperity."

Women Rulers It appears that women, both on the score of her
*

feeble-

ness
* and incapacity for Rajasuya and other sacrifices intended for kings,

were thought unfit to succeed the throne. We have not heard of a single

female sovereign. in the range of the ancient Sanskrit Literature. The only

exception is the case of Agnivarsha's queen, who, on the death of her lord,

was made to assume the reigns of government by the ministers and the people.
74

Even in this case she was crowned in anticipation of a son being born to her

to succeed on the throne as she then showed
4

auspicious signs of pregnancy'
and we see also the people were anxiously waiting for the time of her delivery.

But women have been guardians and regents; Satyavati was the regent during
the minority of her son Vichitravirya.

75 But in later times we have, in Raja-

tarangini, the name of a dissolute queen named Sugandha.

High Respect for women In the Mahabharata we find Bhishna speaking
in terms of high reverence about woman. ** Women should always be adored

and treated with love, (pujya lalayitavya). Where women ate treated with

honour, the very gods are said to be propitiated; $iid where women are not

adored, all acts become fruitless (Sarvastatraphalah KriyaK), If the women
of a family, on account of the treatment they receive, indulge in grief and

tears, that family soon becomes extinct. 78 Those homes which are cursed

by women meet with destruction and ruin as if scorched by some Atharvan

rite; such homes lose their splendour; their growth and prosperity cease. 79

Bhishma further tells Yudhishtira that Manu, on the eve of his departure

70. Ibid., 321, 193.
:

"
' ~~~~"~~~

71. Ibid., Santi, see. 174.

72. Ibid, Vana. 28ff.

73. Maha. Bha. Santi. "14 (whole ch.)

74. Raghu. XIX. 55-57.

75. Maha Bha. Adi. see. 102.

76. Ibid., Arm. 46. 5.

77. Maha. Bha. Ann. 46. 5-6.

78. Ibid., 6.

79. Ibid., 7.
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from this world, made over women to the care and protection of men; for

he knew that women are weak, that they possess a sensitive temperament
which quickly responds to any offer of love or affection and also that they

excel in sincerity (or truthfulness).
80 "

There are others among them who
are full of malice, covetous of honours, fierce in nature, unlcvabb. Women

generally deserve to be respected. Do ye men show them honour."81 The

execution of Dharma of man depends upon woman; all pleasures and enjoy-

ments also entirely depend upon her; man should, therefore, serve women and

bend their wills before them. 82 Women are the deities of prosperity; the person

who desires affluence and prosperity should honour them. 83 We are also

told in the Mahabharata that the Goddess of Prosperity (sri)** resides within

the woman, who is given to truth and sincerity and who adores the gods,
who is pleasing and merry in appearance, and is blessed and gifted with virtues;

85

and the Goddess avoids those women who are inclined to sinfulness, and

uncleanliness, or impurity, or who are fond of disputes and quarelling, or

are indolent, sleepy or inclined to laziness, or those who often visit other

people's
86 house. Further, lives of Sita, Damayanti, Savitri, Draupadi,

Ahalya (the wife of sage Gauta^ia), Tara (wife of Brihaspati, and others have

even today such a held on the Hindu minds and their revered memory is

being regarded with such veneration and love that their acts of piety and

vritue, of devotion to their pa tners in life, their courage, fortitude, love and

wisdom and their noble self-sacrifice are considered by Hindu men and women
at large as the very pivot of Hindu culture and every pious Hindu woman

to-day, who sits either. on the floor of a lowly hut or on the ivory throne on
a marble palace, rega-ds herself custodians of the traditions handed down

by these noble and intensely virtuous ladies of the Epic Ages.

If we turn our attention from the Puranas and Epics to the Smritis we
:neet with similar conceptions about women. As in the Mahabharata, Manu-
smriti also eulogise women as

"
Supremely auspicious, objects of worship,

and lights of the house\ and ends by saying that in the house, there is no
distinction between

*

Sri
9

and
*

stri,
9

a woman being Fortune and Beauty
incarnate. Aga:n Manu says that "women must always be honoured and

respected (Pujya bhushayitavyas cha) by the fathers, brothers, husbands and
brother-in-law who desire their own welfare." And where wpmen are

80. Maha. Bha. Ami. 46. 8.

81. Ibid., 9.

82. t^fisrc^^fl" ff f

T: II M*aia. B. Ann. 46. ID.

83.

ffterr ? $f: ^ft w^% irnrar 1 1 ibid. 9 is.

84. Maha Bha. Arm; 11.

85. fV^^l.'g ^TM4*Wl^ ^n'fNdl^l Ibid., 11. 15.

S6. Ibid., 11. 1213.
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honoured (pujyate\ there the very gods are pleased, but where they are

not honoured, no sacred rite yield reward," The family (KuJani) in which

women (Janmyah female members of the family) are passing their lives in

suffering will soon crumble to pieces (vinasyatasu). One who desires pros-

perity (bhutlkama) of family life should always respect the women-folk of

the house.87 The house-holder (grihi) should always try to maintain peace
with the female members of the house.88 Yajjiavalkya bows down to women
as the greatest symbol of purity

"
The moon has conferred on them (women)

chastity; the Gandharvas, sweet speech; and Fire, the most exalted state

of purity; hence it is that women are ever pure,"
89

Similarly the Atrismriti also

emphasises the all-round purity of women. In another place Atri eulogises

women as ever pure, like the flow of water or the grains of dust blown up

by wind.90
Accordingly those who villify women, whether, just or unjust

should be fined.91 We are also told that the sight of a lady with a husband

is quite auspicious.
92

The mother is the most venerable person in this world even more than

the father. The status of woihan in Hindu thought and culture can be

understood better by that unique idea of the Motheihood of God which is

nowhere so strongly expressed and recognised as in India. The mother is

so highly honoured in India that the Hindus are not satisfied until they see

divinity in the form of earthly mother. They say the father is a hundred

times more venerable than the teacher, but the mother is a thousand times

more venerable than even the father,
98 therefore the Hindus prefer to call

the Supreme Being the Mother of the Universe. Atri-smriti salutes the mother

as the greatest
"
G^rw." 94

According to Hindu religion each woman whether

ol|l
or young is the living representative of the Divine Mother on earth. There

is po other country in the world where every living mother is venerated as

anj,
incarnation of the Divine Mother,

95 where every village has a guardian

mother w^ Protects all' &s h^ ow& children. The mother's place in the

fatnily affaks is on the same footing as the father and the teacher. One who
casts off

(iyjtyty
his mother has to pay, the very high penalty of six hundred

panas, such a iTm&r moreover, should never be invited at any sacrificial cere-

monies (havya kavyd).
'

87. Mann. Ill, 55 59; Cfl Yajnavalkya. I 82.
:

H""~ ' ~~ ~~
88. Maim IV, 180181; Yajna. L 82.

89. Yajna. V. 71; Atri. V. 139.

90. Atri. V. 238.

91. YaJBa. V. 292.

92. Katya. XIX. 9.

93.

^yi ifd l^q^t U Mann II. 145.

94. Atri-smriti.V. 149.

95. Cf. The prayer that rises everyday to the Almighty Mother of the universe from

the hearts of Hindu worshippers;
"
0, Mother Divine - Thou art beyond the reach of our

praises. Thou peryadest every particle of the universe; all knowledge proceeds from Thee,

O Infinite Source of wisdom! Thou dwellest in every feminine form and all women are Thy

living representatives on earth" Sapta sati ch. 11. V. 6
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Nature of woman From the very first we must recognise the fact that

two conflicting views are set forth regarding woman's character.
" With

women there can be no lasting friendship."
96 Indra himself hath said,

"
the

mind of woman brooks not discipline. Her intellect hath little weight."
97

A few passages both in the Ra-rayana and the Mahabharata picture woman

as somewhat degraded ;
full of all sorts of faults and blemishes. Dawatha

says to Sri Rama: "Neither lineage, noi benefit, nor learning, nor gift*

not forbearance of faults, can secure the hearts of females, surely their hearts

are unstable.'508 In the Mahabhatata, even a humiliating picture is drawn.

As an advisor she is quite worthless. "Those objects that depend upon

women .......are all doubtful of success. They sink helplessly, O
King, like a laft made of stone, who have a woman, a deceitful person, or a

child, for then guide.
9 '99

Again,
cc

women, even when possessed of husbands

having fame and wealth, of handsome features and completely obedient to

them are prepared to disregard them, if they get the opportunity."
100 In the

Satapatha Brakmana also there is a passage which purports to show that a

worran has the weakness of being more emotional 01 sensitive and less rational

by nature than sran; therefore, she is apt to fall an easy prey to external appea-

rances; she lacks the ability for true appreciation or balance of. mind and

does not possess depth of reason.101 We find similar opinion about woman's

nature in the Mahabharata and other works.

In the Anusasanaparva we are told that Yudhishtira requested BMshma-

pitamaha to enlighten him regarding the nature ofwomen(Strwam Svabhavam)
102

*'
It is said that woman is the loot of all evil, and that she narrow-minded,"

96. Rig. Veda: X. 95. 15.

97. Idem. VIII 33. 17.

98. Ramayana. Ayodhya. 39. 20 to 23.

99. Maha. Bha: Udyoga. 38. 42 43.

100. Maha. Bha. Ann. 73. 1120.
101. with such views, we may profitably compare the following from Dr, A. A.*HRot>ack

of Harward.

'." Consistency lacking in woman: We hear it said and repeated-almost ad nauseam
that women are prompted by their feelings rather than by their reason. But such a hollow

statement possesses no scientific value. Many women reason well enough at the very time

they are supposed to be guided by their feelings. Their reasoning, however, lacks conside-

ration for others. It is the element of consistency alone which is wanting a gap which
is sometimes filled by the substitute of pity. If the above time-honoured and apparently
universal belief about the mainsprings ofwoman's conduct is to be invested with any psycho-

logical meaning, we should necessarily hold to on or the other of these alternatives: either

that women, on the whole, are bom with stronger instinctive tendencies, or else the con-

sistency urge is weaker in them than in man. The former alternative does not seem plausible,

more especially as the maxim, of parsimony would lead us to explain the phenomenon through
some weakness in the one factor rather than in the many." A. A. Roback: "The Psycho-

logy of character.** pp. 488 89, With the above quotation from Roback, Cf. Freud's view:

"It may be admitted that women have but little sense ofjustice, and this'.is no doubt connected

with the preponderance of envy in their mental life." Freud:
**

Introductory Lectures

on Psycho-analysis" (1934) pp. 134 ff.

102. Maha. Bha. Ami 38. 1.
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says Yudhishtira.103 Bhishma replies to him, in a sense, the female is naturally
a lurer;

104
moreover, she is not endowed with strength of will enough to resist

temptation; therefore, she always stands in need of protection by man.105

"
Amongst women, both kinds are to be found

; that is those who are virtuous

and those who are not so. The virtuous women ate highly blessed. They
are the mothers of Universe." Besides, we are told that those women, who
are sinful, and of wicked conduct, can be ascertained by marks (lakshana)

expressive of the evil that is in them., which appear on their person.
105 The

face, in Bhishma's opinion here, seems to be the index of a woman's character.

It is because of this natiual weakness of her character that she is not
to be held as much responsible as a man for her sins.

" Woman commits

really no offence
"

says Chirakarin.
"

It is man only who commits offences.

By committing an act of adultry, only the man becomes sullied with sin......

woman can commit no sin. Indeed, no account of the natural weakness
of the sex as shown in every act, and their liability to solicitation,' women
cannot be considered as offenders."107 The Rishi Ashtavakra, who went
out in search of Knowledge of the nature of woman, is informed in a similar

manner of
"
the lightness of the female character

"
by the celestial lady to

whom he approached to obtain the Knowledge.

In the Anusasanaparva we are told that on the whole the woman cherishes

a deeper attachment for her children than man. 108 The woman, in general,

is said to be capable of loving more strongly and more profoundly than man.109

Women in Ancient India have also been variously epitomised as
"
Grlha-

diptaya" as Lights of the home (Manu),
"
Grihasriyah

"
Fortune and

Beauty of the home (Manu),
"
Patnimulam griham

"
foundation of the home

(Daksha, Manu),
"

Grfka-pinjara-kokifa "cuckoos of the cage of home

(Matsya Purana), Medhyam vai Yoshitani sada "Purity incarnate etc. Much

earlier, the Mahabharata gratefully acknowledges :

** A girl is Fortune and

Grace incarnate/'110 Following this, the great poet Kalidasa says '"The girl

is the life and vigour of the family."
111 The heart of India has ever accepted

this, whatever may be its occasional lapses.

103. Ibid, fFFffr f| WW ^TFTt
104. Ibid, 3839.

"

105. Maha-Bha, Anu, 43, 19.

106. Ibid., 43, 1921 /'"f??RT:.

107. tr^ ^t *\ i H ii'TB*fl fd IT. ^N '<i 4 fd I

^i^D^ WT i^iH.'il^ fcl tl

'

.Tf
!

l
.

Vt 1 ^T ^iHll^td 1

^T^iT II Maha-Bha* Santi. 266, 38 & 40.

108. T^HMMH (H^: ft^" '?f l^T '5^^TCT f Maha. Ann. 12, 46.

109. tl^^Wl^
110.

111. ..
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Here we have given some details regarding Hindu conception and

treatment of womankind as found reflected in Sanskrit texts. It is a mixed

impression which we receive from this picture. She is truth-loving and

yet she has weakness of character, lack of judgement and of equili-

brium of mind. She is the queen of the house, but does not deserve

freedom and independence. She is devata (goddess) purity incarnate

as well zs-Pramada seducer. We must admit that the Hindu scriptures and

seers, the Epics and other writers have honestly and sincerely made repeated

inquiries into the problems of the nature, treatment and position of the fair

sex for the maintenance, growth and development of the best and the noblest

of the human heritage in any society. Further, the Hindu thinkers have

viewed the problem of woman from different points of view and during different

periods. The Hindu theory was quite sound in the Vedic period ; but it showed

considerable decline in its purity in the later period. However, it is clear

that in its purest form it contains all the essentials of truth in this matter.

The inner sanctity, the fundamental holiness of woman's soul was recognised.

Her sphere of activity was gradually narrowed down; but in that

sphere she always maintained her supremacy. The influence which she was

allowed to exercise was moral and spiritual influence; and hence while on

the one side she lost much as regards the goods of this world and position

in it, she became much purer, holier and more spiritual than ever. Her

authority became less extensive, but more intensive, less material but more

moral and religious. We do not mean to say that this was the consum-

mation most devoutly to be wished ; but there is an element of truth in this

position. It is gratifying to find that even Manu considers it absolutely essen-

tials for males, for moral and economic prosperity, to worship (pw/Vz) women; to

hear Bhavabhuti proclaiming that it is character that we worship in the virtuous

not their sex nor age
112 and to read in the Gita Lord Krishna's description

of the highest feminine qualities as "Glory, Magnificence, Refinement of

speech, Memory, Intellect, Fortitude, and Forbearance," surely a collection

of some of the finest moral and intellectual excellencies.113 Some earthly

privileges were cruelly denied to women; but the very highest goal which a

human being can attain was within her reach. The doors of paradise indeed

were open to her; even Moksha or final salvation was possible for her. In

the Santi Parva, persons belonging to inferior orders and women were consi-

dered capable of, attaining the highest end.114 The same fact is confirmed

by a verse in the

112.

spiTT: .

tjprFOTFf ^f^^ ^ ^ f^rT ^ ^T: II

Kalidasa also emphasisses the importance of woman in social life.

lf

^pft" ^ffsfcT: 3R?ft fqfor; BwRiNl .STJ^^WlPWt" Ragtm. VIII. 67
" She was my grihini-(flxi queen of the house), my guides in intellectual matters (Sachivah)*

my true friend (SflMz) in private, and, in fine arts my dearest disciple."

113. Bhagavat-gita, X. 34.

114. Maha. Bfaa. SantL 246. 24.

115. Bhagavat-Gita> IX. 32.
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Buddhism as interpreted in the Brahma Sutras

by Sankaracharya

BY

SASTRARATNAKARA T. K. GOPALASWAMY AYYANGAR, M.A., F.R.A.S.

Lecturer in Sanskrit, Sri Venkateswara University, Tirupati.

Buddha flourished in the 5 th Century B.C. and preached his personal

illumination to his followers. It is stated that five asceties first joined him
as disciples who afterwards parted from him and settled at Benares to

propagate the new religion. It seems that Buddha declared his first sermon

which constituted Four Noble Truths popularly known as Arya S-atya. His

preachings and teachings have been religious in character at first but unfor-

tunately no record is available to determine what he exactly conveyed to

others in 'his life-time. The earliest of his works which are known as Cano-

nical Literature are said to contain much that was actually expressed

directly by Buddha but there is no conclusive proof to decide for certain what

exactly those portions are. Divergent are the opinions of the scholars in regard

to the exact nature and extent of his teachings. AJEI impartial survey of the

older Buddhistic Literature discloses the fact that religion of some form

alone evolved out of the illumination of Buddha but it was interpreted and

developed later on to attain the plane of philosophy when Hindu and Jaina

thinkers countered it on logical grounds. Subsequently, batches of Budd-

histic logicians arose and defended the new philosophy besides flinging charges

of challenge on other systems like Nyaya & Vaisesika. Evidently the environ-

ment of the buddhistic followers compelled them to defend their theory at

any cost, independent of the fact whether Buddha conceived of such an idea or

not. Generally it is customary that the scholiasts pitch upon certain theories

of their own independent of the original texts or aphorisms in the drift of their

discussions and deliberations and ably correlate them with the view of the

originator.. In fact, Mrs. Davids Rhydes endorses that in the 2nd century

B.C. after Buddha's death, Buddhism spread so rapidly that not less than

eighteen varieties of Buddhistic doctrines, came into existence. In the evo-

lution of the Hindu thought, there have been the well-grounded sastrac texts

based on the Vedas and the upanisads which were preserved carefully to the

extent of even an accent. But in the total absence of such preachings or

teachings as such. Buddhistic logicians and dialecticians directed their

thoughts on tenets in all directions pi*ofessing each one of them as truth

embedded in the Buddhistic religion. In fact, Buddha was not a foreigner to

receive inspiration and attain personal illumination from outside. He was

indeed brought up in the Hindu society within the direct influence of Hindu

envonrtents. At the time when he preached His illuminantion to the mass,
'
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inarticulate forces working against the established order and the monotonous

ceremonial religion of the Hindus. The coincidence of the upanisadic teaching

during his time accelarated his enthusiasm to ring the death knell to the

performance of the Yagas. In fact, Buddha, appealed to the good sense of

the public that he endevoured to demoralise the central Upanisadic thoughts.

The apparent repudiation of the Vedic authority in the department of exegesis

helped him to some extent to succeed in convincing the public. The principles

of Buddhism in -some form or other have been enshrined in the Upanisads

themselves, though later on Buddha elaborately preached them independant of

the Vedic authority. The missionary spirit with which Buddhism was pro-

pagated, constituted considerably for the spread of the religion outside India

as well. Even Kings patronised the same as slate religion and compelled

every one to conversion to undermine Brahmanism. Buddhists quote in Bud-

dha's words thus.
cc Go unto lands and preach this gospel. Tell them that

the poor and the lowly, the rich and the high, are all one and that all castes

unite in this religion as do the rivers in the sea ". This Religion appealed
most to the public who were already tired of Vedic sacrifices involving

violance to animals and ritualistic extravagances and the regidity of the caste

system.

Buddhism became the world religion through the sincere endeavours

of Asoka. All over his vast empire which extended from the Kabul valley

to the mouth of the Ganges and from the Himalayas to the south of the Vindhya
mountains, Asoka issued strict orders, that his edicts should be engraven on

stone pillars to last for centuries. He not only employed missionaries

in India but also in other countries like Syria, Egypt, Macedonia etc. About
3rd century B.C. Buddhism spread in rapid strides into Nepal, Tibet, China,

Japan and Mangolia. It is learnt that for time to time, councils were arran-

ged like the present parishads and conferences to meet and discuss the

cordinal truths in Buddhism and for purifying the Buddhistic doctrines. Till

Guptas came into power in the first century A.D. or 319 A.D. according to

some, Buddhism underwent various vicissitudes in its development and -con-

fronted 'many doctrinal 'differences.
'

Pali became the cultural language of
Buddhists and most of the books were written only ill that language.

II, Orthodox systems and Buddhism.

Before we take up the thesis on hand, it is of paramount importance, to

survey the relative chronology of the Orthodox systems which were mainly
under the attack of Buddhism. Vaisesika Sittras came under the direct influence

of Buddhism. The atomic theory, the classifications of substances, and the

acceptance of the two means of knowledge, strongly warrant that the Vaisesika

arose about the time of Buddha and Mahavira. Ui, the author of Vaisesika

Philosophy assigns Vaisesika to a period before Buddha, Das Gupta
maintains that Vaisesika as expounded in the -Sutra represents an old school

of Mimamsa. Though Samkhya and Yoga, were current before the time
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of Buddha, it appears as though there was mutual borrowing after Buddhism

came into existence. Insistance on suffering, criticism of the Vedic sacrifices

and extreme tacitarnity to them and the farmama nityatva, appear to be

common to both Samkhya and Buddhism. But Buddhism does not acknow-

ledge the central principles of Samkhya, viz., the inactive Purusa, the ultimate

Prakriti and the theory of gunas. The accidental coincidence of some doctrines

will not warrant .mutual borrowing since there is every possibility that both

of the systems borrow the ideals from the common reservoir of thought,

namely the Upanisads.

So far as Nyaya doctrines are concerned, they were attacked tooth and

nail by the Buddhistic dilecticians. The Chapter on dialectics in the Nyaya
Sutras is the product of such attacks by the Buddhists. Nyaya Sutras were

expanded in the post Xian era especially when Buddhism was rampant and

endevoured to cut at the vitals of Brahmanism, Vatsyayana, criticises the

several views of Buddhists in his Bhasya and one such Buddhist is Nagarjuna,
the author of Upaya Kausalya, and Vigraha vyavartani. Dingnaga criticises the

views of Vatsyayana's interpretation of the Buddhistic doctrines. Dingnaga's

works are preserved in Tibetan Translations namely Pramana sumuccaya,

Nyaya pravesa, Alambana pariksa etc. Some of these are said to be found in

Japan as well. Subsequently there have been chain of attacks and counter

attacks between Nyaya & Buddhistic Logician ranging to centuries till the

period of Udayana in the tenth century A.D. The only system which has

been the main target of attack by Buddhists was Nyaya & Vaisesika sys-

tems/ Dharmakirti, Dharmottara, Aryakirti and others were the prominent
Buddhistic Logicians.

The Mimamsa Sutras as such do not warrant any attack against Buddhism.

But Kumarila who flourished in the 7th century A.D. criticises many of Bud-

dhists' views. Sabara who wrote Bhashya refutes vijnana vada & Sunyavada
and consequently Buddhism can be said to have affected the growth
of Brahmanism to a considerable extent as early as the First Century A. D.

Thus it can be seen that almost all the systems have had their systems

affected by the attacks of Buddhism in some form or other.

III. Vedanta Sutras and Buddhism.

Brahma Sutras or Vedanta Sutras constitute the full survey of the entire

Upanisads or the final parts of the Vedas. The synthetic view of all the

Upanisads is expressed in the sutra style to memorise the Vedantic thought.

The definition of a Sutra is not strictly followed here as in the System of Panini

and consequently the commentators developed their interpretation in the

light of their preconceived opinions. They overlooked oftentimes the literal

and the obvious sense of the sutra words in their overwhelming enthusiasm

and pointed efforts to force the texts to warrant the truths of their own

philosophical theories. Generally a sutra is expected to be a statement of
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few words, free from doubt, conveying an important sense having universal

application., free from padding words and absolutely free from blemish

(grammatical or logical)

The authorship of the Brahma Sutras is ascribed to Badarayana whose

name and glory are associated in the Purva mimimsa Sutras as an authority.

Vacaspati recognises Bhiksu Sutras mentioned in the Panini-Sutras identical

with the Vedanta Sutras ofParasarya (HI <RT4"%3nf^TR^ -
) He bases

his arguments that Bhiksu Sutra sare meant to be intended for the

Bhiksus or Sannyasins who followed the path of renunciation as a means

to salvation. Moreover Brahma Sutras as such, are found mentioned in the

Bhagavad Gita (*i^*wt3ifa 13-4) and therefore the Sutras can be

assigned to a period prior to the Mahabharata. Evidently the Sutras %x? treated

as the treasure of Upanisadib knowledge free from the sway of any diverse

school of thought questioning the validity and the authority of the Vedas.

The position of the Vedanta Sutras is different from that of
.

other Sutra

literatures. As early as the beginning of the Xian Era, Sahara, Vatsyayana

Prasastapada, Patanjali, and other great commentators, were seriously engaged

in expounding the Sutras Cither through their glosses or Bhasyas. Each one

of the systems has been augmented by the followers in quick successions to

dilate more on the discussions and deliberations of the respective Bhasyakaras.

Purva Mimimsa Sutras which have 'direct bearing upon the Vedas have had

Sabara as Bhasyakara in the I century A. D. and a veteran scholar

Rumania in the (7th century) wrote Vartikas on more than 1000

topics. But unfortunately no such Bhasyakara of woithy repute took to the

commentary on the Brahma Sutras till the celebrated Sankara appeared with

\m Bhasya in 8th century A.D. Though the gloss of Upavarsa is mentioned

for both the Mlmamsa Sutras and the Brahma Sutras, prior to Sankara, it is

not available. It might have been in the form of a gloss or vritti and not as art

exhaustive commentary of the Bhasya Style. It is a grave concern of all the

research scholars to note that the Brahma Sutras are not even quoted in any
of the works prior to Sankara in any context either to support their views or

refute others* tenets. It seems that not even Kumarila made use of any of the

views of the Vedanta Sutras in Ms Vartikas even when there was ample scope
to supplement his arguments in attacking Buddhism at least. It may probably
be that Kumarila would not have acknowledged the Brahma Sutras to mean an

attack on Buddhism which later on Sankaracarya interpreted to correlate

Buddhists as the opponents. It may be urged by some that Kumarila

makes mention of the Brahma Sutras in the last verse of Atma Vada in

his Vartikas namely
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The compound ^RfPw^T^r may be taken to convey the Upanisads
in general where the existence of the Atman is dealt with and "not the Vedanta
Sutras alone. Consequently, it is to be admitted that the Vedanta Sutras
were not popularly current among the Hindus till the rise of Sajikaracharya
in the 8th century A.D. who propagated them through his Bhasya. Though
commentators like Bhartrprapanca, Brahmanandi, Tanka, Dramida, Guhadeva
etc., are mentioned, yet regular Bhasya of the Brahma sutras on the model
of Sahara Bhasya on the Purva mlmamsa Sutras, came into existence
in the 8th century A.D. after a big gap of twelve or thirteen centuries, since
the exposition of Sutras prior to Buddha, Probably, it is quite apposite to
presume that Buddhistic attack on Brahmanism was so tempestuous that every
Hindu wedded to the Yedic faith, was seriously engaged in upholding Brah-
manism. Consequently, there might not have been ample leisure to bestow
keen attention on the Vedanta Sutras or writing commentaries on them. Sahara
himself was constrained to refute Vijnanavada and Sunyavada tooth and nail

independently when Purva mimamsa Sutras warranted seldom the existence
of Buddhism. Buddhists who were roused by Sahara's attack as early as
1 century A.D. would have grown so outrageous that Brahmanism was
attacked on all sides. Definitely therefore, it would not have been possible
to undertake commentary on Vedanta Sutra literature when the validity and
.the supremacy of the Vedas themselves were cut at the root by the Baud-
dhas. Sri Sankaracarya was fortunate enough to write within a short span
of ascetic life, a prolific commentary for the first time in spite of the spate
of attacks of Bauddhas against Brahmanism. The credit of checkmating
the rampant growth of Buddhism, goes to Sankaracarya who attacked
Buddhism at vulnerable points and brought it under control. His dynamic
personality and his argumentative genius have been responsible for the
rise of Brahmanism in the horizon. Buddhism continued of course, even
after Sankaracarya till 10 th century A.D. when Udayana, the lion among the

logicians and an inveterate dialectition put 'an end to further attacks on Brahm-
anism by his polemic works and master theses, on theism in his Kusumanjali.

IV. Brahma Sutras and Tarka Pada as related to Buddhism.

Badarayana expounded the Vedanta Sutras in four Adhyayas, each one
of them being divided into four padas. Altogether sixteen Padas subdivided
into Adhikaranas or topics; deal with the problems related to the ultimate

Being Brahma, nature of the creation, nature of Atman, and his ultimate

destiny etc., based on the Upanisadic teachings. In the course of his dis-

cussions, Badarayana endorses the views of some Acaryas Kasakrtsna,
Audulomi, Karsnajini, Asmarathya, Badari and Jaonini who were eponymous
pioneers of other schools of philosophy as well. Badarayana isolates the
second Pada of the second Adhyaya entirely for refuting the diverse schools
of thought which acknowledge other entities as the source of the Universe

contrary to the view of the Upanisads that Brahman is theJagat Karana. This

pada is popularly known as Tarka. pada in which mere discussions and refu-
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tations are launched (independent of the Vedic quotations) in respect of certain

themes piloted by some systeniatisers who accept the infallibility of the Vedas.

Sri Sankaracarya makes mention of the following topics in the course

of his Bhasya on the Tarka pada, (II Adhyaya II Pada) to establish

^' of the Universe.

(a) Samkhya system.

(1) Refutation of the Samkhya theory of the Primordial Matter (Pra-

dhana) as the first cause.

(b) Vaisesika System.

(2) Refutation of the objection from the Vaisesika stand point against

Brahman being the first cause.

(3) Refutation of the atomic theory.

(c) Buddhism.

(4) Refutation of the Buddhistic Realists.

(5) Idealists and Nihilists.

(d) Jainism.

(6) Refutation of the Jaina School.

(e) Pasupata.

(7) Refutation of the doctrine that God is the efficient cause and not

the material cause of the universe.

(/) Pancaratra.

(8) Refutation of some anti-Vedic doctrines in the system of Pancaratra.

A survey of the above topics discussed in the Bhasya of Sankaracharya
bears references to the well-founded systems of philosophy. Evidently most

of the systems enumerated by him as proposed in the Sutras of Badarayana

profess to be faithful to the Vedas and trace for their source of inspiration,

only to the Upanisads. That Buddhism and Jainisro should be included in that

list appears to be out of keeping with the spirit of the chapter devoted to

criticise metaphysical views of other systems wedded to the authority of the

Vedas. The discussion launched in the Tarka Pada, is to establish Brahman
as the cause of the universe ^^FTtf: f^Kuic^l^

*

to the exclusion of
other theories advanced by other Vedic schools of thought In fact Sankara-

carya maintains that Samkhya and other systems deserve to be refuted

since some scholars developed certain themes and promulgated them as

Upanisadfc doctrines.

rl li

(S. Eh. II. //. 1)
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It is a problem that confronts a research scholar to comprehend as to

how such an ea~ly work of Badarayana could have referred to various other

scholars of philosophy of a much later date and refuted them. It seems to be

anachronistic in its character. Even if nascent Buddhism and Jainism

are presumed to be known to Badarayana, they shall be altogether different

from Badarayana's knowledge of the systems at the time when he synthesised

the entire Upanisadic thought, in the Sutra Style. La fact Sulrakam does

not refer to any founder cf the different schools by pa'ne nor does he freely

employ the catch-words or the technical terms of the different schools in his

sutras as known to Sabata, Kumarila and Sankara In their days. One or

two such technical terms can be traced in the Sutras but they can be proved
to be incorporated at a later stage. Evidently it is to be admitted that during
the great philosophic ferment towards the close of the 'Upanisadic -period,

several metaphysical views originated which might have kter on developed into

some feeble channels of thought. Such cf the current metaphysical views as

were held contiary to the spiritof the Upanisadicthought&rt criticised by Bada-

rayana. The excerpt above quoted form Sankara Bhasya testifies to this fact.

He employs the term
*

^TWT^T:
'

(Samkhya and others) and criticises that

their comments on ihzVedas in support of their theory is ^TWRF^TGf (fallacious

commentary). That Badarayana is acquainted with certain systems of philo-

sophy which later on came to be associated with the names of the propounders
does not warrant that Badarayana was later than those founders. In fact the

later systematisers or propounders were not the founders of the systems of

thoughts but only gave definite shape to some particular aspect cf the thought

thet was found in the mass of philosophic speculations which existed in that

period. It cannot be said that there was no grammar before Panini, not total

absence of Kama before Vatsyayana expounded Kama Sutras. Similarly prin-

ciples as propounded by Buddha were treasured already in the upanisadic mass

and at the Upansadic stage itself some metaphysical views similai to Buddhism

were propagated on the strength of the upanisadic passages themsevles like

Samkhya Vaisesika, Pasupatay Pancaratra etc. Later on Buddha followed

the same line of argument, after his personal illumination, and, propounded
them as veritable truths independent of the Vedic authority. At the time

of Badarayana, only nascent Buddhistic doctrine were talked of and not the

Buddhism that cut at the vitals of the Vedic suprer :acy. In the clear absence

of any mention of any name of any founder of the system or any verbal clues

in the Sutras, we are at a serious loss to know the name of the system that

Badarayana meant to refute 'in so many aphorisms. Of course, it cannot be

abnegated, that they shall be the systems unflinchingly wedded to the Vedic faith.

Or else Badarayana would not have included in the list the systems that

repudiated the authority of the Yedas. If so, he could have attacked even

Carvaka as the opponent who admits that the becoming of the universe is

accidental (sft^WRT). It is, not out of place, that Carvaka should also be refuted,

since Garvaka*s thought is as old as the Rarnayana. There are indeed Vpani-
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sadic pa-ages, misleading to the view of Carvaka. Therefore Badarayana

should have been much worried to set right the systems that emanated from

the l-panlmds and not the independent systems of human origin formulated

by Independent thinkers. But by the time Sankaracharya undertook the

Blwya of the Sutras definitely on die lines of the feeble light shed by the thm

tradition. Buddhism reached its climax when volleys of attacks were

directed on Brahmanism. For a period ranging from Sahara to Kumarila

and Gaudapada, the spiritual atmosphere was so terribly super-saturated

with the vapours of Buddhism that Buddhistic principles gained ingress into

the works of. Hindu writers, Gaudapada, the reputed teacher of Sankara-

earya's teacher, Govinda, echoes the language and thought of the madhyamika

writings and employs many illustrations used in them. Even the Yogacara

views are mentioned by Mm and in that connection Buddha's name is repeated

half-a dozen times. Even the treatise on grammar namely vakyapadlya of

Bhartrhari which is expected to be faithful to the Vedas as a Vedanga, yields

to the Buddhistic incursions. Chinese records endorsed by Itsing relates

that Bhavtrhari became a Buddhist several times and converted to the Vedic

faith narty more times. It is evident that the traditional pre-Sankara
t achers accommodated themselves to the climes and times to adopt some

of the Buddhistic principles. Even Gaudapada is said to have given Vedantic

adaptation of the Buddhistic Smyavada, and this view has gained the support

of scholars like Jacobi, Battacarya etc..

Fortunately, it befell to the lot of Sankaracarya to take revolutionary

steps against Buddhism to perpetuate Vedantic thought as synthesised crisply

by Badarayana. In the course of a long period covering over twelve or

thirteen centuries, the text, of the-. Sutras would have undergone number of

modification in its body with commissions' and omissions by the time he took

to the commentary on the Brahma Sutras on the basis of the feeble tradition

extant in his time. It is not uncommon in the history of the Sutra literature

especially the Nyaya field that investigations were frequently made to collect

all the sutrds and construct a regular Nyaya Sutra text based on internal

and external evidences. Consequent upon the philosophic world being

cha-ged with Buddhistic tendencies, Sankaracarya was perforce compelled
to convince the Buddhistic minded Hiudus that Buddhistic tenets were atta-

cked even ty Badarayana long ago. The Brahma Sutras now supposed to
be employed as an attack on Buddhism by Sankaracarya have been interpreted
and commented upon so extensively that all the views of Buddhists with
reference to several late schools of thought find clear expression in them,

Sankaracaryas classification of the as Sutras related (//. ft. 18 to 32).
Buddhism.

ifcr, ^cqf^I^pTWc^Rf I ... 19
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V. Sankaracarya's Commentary on the Badarayana-Sutras and his

exposition of Buddhism.

Sankara is the first and the foremost -scholiast among the Bhasyakaras
whose works are available. He has undoubtedly followed the tradition

which grew thin by the time he took to his Bhasya. He quotes the passages
from some of his predecessors and contemporaries whose works have not
stood the test of time.

The portion dealing with topics on Buddhism is supposed to comprise
of 15 aphorisms in the II Adhyaya II Pada from Sutras 18 to 32. He divides

the Sutras into two Adhikaranas Samudayadhikarana and Abhavadhikarana*

Ramanuja, accepts the same Sutras as Sankara but divides them into three

adhikaranas naming them differently as Upalabdhi. Adhikarana and Sarvatha-

nupapatti Adhikarana in addition to Samudayadhikarana. Sankaracharya
deems the first Adhikarana to signify an attack on Bauddha realists and the

second and Bauddha idealists and nihilists. The approach of Sankara

in tackling the opponent testifies to his comprehensive grasp of the Buddhistic

tenets which were in vogue in his times. In spite of the doctrinal differences

in Buddhism, among the several schools of thought, all acknowledge by
common consent the doctrine of momentariness namely that nothing lasts

for more than one moment.

At the outset Sankaracarya deals with the Sarvastivadins known as

Sabbatthivadins in the Buddhistic terminology. He describes the fundamentals

of the said school in respect of their classification of Dharmas, technically

used by Bauddhas in the sense of kinds of existences. This classification was

current from the time of Vasubandhu who flourished in 400 A.D. He
gives a detailed account of the said Dharmas in his Abhidharma Kosa Sastra
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in the same form in which it existed in Huen Tsang's Chinese Translation

of 650 A. D. But Yamakami Sogen a Japanese scholar, criticises

Sankara's classification of the Sarvastivadins categories and remarks Bauddha

views are misunderstood and misrepresented by the Acarya. It may be that

Sankaracarya endorses the Bauddha view current in his period since Buddhistic

doctrines changed from time to time as their doctrine of momentariness.

Bauddha realists recognised two aggregates, the external material world

and the internal mental world both making up the universe. Basing thek

arguments on their fundamental theory of Paramanus, they explain make-up
of the universe by the conglomeration of atoms. They distinguish Paramanu

and Anu technically. Paramanu is the minutest form of "mptf which is said

to be indivisible, unanalysable, invisible, inaudible, untastable and intangible.

A group of seven such Paramanus around-a central Paramanu goes to form

an *

anu
9

All Paramanus are considered to possess sneha (adhesiveness),

irana (propulsion) usna (heat) and Khara (hardness) (*srWf^1^\ <^\R3 l

*TRT :)

and these qualities make the Paramanus conglemerate and bring about the

existence of the universe. Thus the outer material world constitutes the

four elements barring Akasa, the few Indriyas and five qualities of colour*

smell taste and touch. The internal mental world is spoken of to consist of

five Skandhas Rupa Skandha, Vijnana Skandha, Vedana Skandha, Sawjna*
Skandha and Samskara Skandha. The term Skandha is used in the sense

of thought-phases or units of mental stuff.

Sankara refutes the doctrine of momentariness on the one hand and the

theory of aggregates of the Internal mental world and the externel material

world on the other in the Samudayadhikarana. He refutes that the aggre-

gation of the atoms could be formed only when there is an intelligent principle

behind the cause, the guide of the aggregation of it should take place spon-

taneously. If such an intelligent principle is accepted, again there is the issue

whether that intelligent principle is stationery or momentary. If static,

Buddhistic fundamental doctrine of momentariness is exploded. If it is

momentary, then we cannot say that it comes into existence first and then

unites the atoms. In that case it results that the cause lasts for more than

one moment. Moreover, if the intelligent principle as guide is not accepted the

non-intelligent atoms and five skmdhas could fail to aggregate in a systematic

way. In fact, the activity would be eternal and no pralaya could happen at

any time. Sankara anticipating Bauddha's reply, enumerates the twelve

nidanas or root causes of Buddhists to account for the chain series,

(1) Avidya (2) Samskara (3) Vijnana (4) Namarupa (5) Sadayatana, (6)

Sparsa (7) Vedana (8) trsna (9) upadana (IQfbhava, (1 1) jati (12) ^ <i*f <U1^|1^

^l\<ki$:<$i 5,4*1toai In the series mentioned any one term of the chain

is invariably and inevitably caused by the term preceding it and become itself

the cause of the term succeeding it. No. 12 will be the cause of No. 1 and
thus the wheel of Law brings about an uninterrupted chain of cause and effect

10
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revolving unceasingly.

^fcf %cT). Sankaracharya repudiates this theory of the chain of

cause-sffect-scries by arguing that srfT and other root-causes, (nidanas) ate

merely the efficient cause of the origin of the immediate subsequent thing

ia the series and not of the aggregation. Sri Ramanuja reads the Sutra in

this connection as ^'idftrw<tfK( in the place of Sankara's reading

1 Though the reading of Ramanuja clarifies explicitly the

implicit sense conveyed by Sankara, yet it sheds light that the. -Brahma

Sutras were differently read by different traditions.

Pursuing the same line of argument, Sankara mentions the Sarvastivadins

theory of Asamskrta Dharmas namely srfTO^rfcrdsr, 3T$rf%^WlfTO^ and

STFFFO*. These terms evidently are Buddhistic in form and content. Sanka-a

means by sri^sNsnfHrta- etc. thus-fef^ fr*T FHW:
fir.-- in other

words Sankaracarya means conscious destruction by srfaTOrrft^r and un-

concious destruction by wfasrarrft^M Sri Ramanuja defines the two

terms thus

The sense conveyed by the terms in the Bhasya of

Sankara are clearly explained by Ramanuja.

But Buddhistic interpretation of the two nlrodhas seems to be different

and the fact that it is foreign to the Sastra literature of the Hindus is borne

testimony by Sankara himself
'

"TTqPwftTOW fSrftW^mft 3Rq^r%: / (S. Bhasya

II. II. 22). As already said, these two nirodhas are found in the Abhidhatma

Kosa sastra of Vasubandhu (4 A.D.) used in some sense distinct from that -of

Sankata's interpretation. Japanese scholar, Sogen.and others maintain that

norodha means the non-perception of Lharmas caused by the

absence of Pratyayas or conditions and not produced by knowledge and that

Pratisamkhya nirodha.is.the final deliverance from Bondage (Nirvana). These

two are acknowledged to be the second and the third Asamskrta Thomas and

the first being

'

Akasa which Sankaracarya defines as
'

^R^TWI^^T^THn^

whereas Abidhamnia Kosa Sastra of Vasubandhu defines '.* Freedom from

obstruction is the sole characteristic of Akasa and it is owing to this characte-

ristic that the activity of meterial things is rendered possible." Further in the

Bhasya on the -Sutra STT^lt^fw^f the term STT^M is employed in the techni-

cal sense
'

w^f %^rftrw fTd^wm^ (ftwiwftfir)

'In- this connection it is important to note the remarks of Prof. Y

Sogen who points out the lack of propriety in interpreting the term

with the reference to the ^^fw4 in the sense of
c

-

Indescnbabihty.";

He suggests the reading ^WW intended
'

to .. convey the sense of a
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permanent omnipotent immaterial sense (non-rupa) where the term
*

rupa
*

is, technically used in the sense of matter according to Bauddhas.

Thus Sankapicarya pursuing the line of arguments as far as possible
in the Buddhistic terminology, refutes both the Idealists and Nihilists. Within

the range of short discussion regarding Buddhism based on the Brahma Sutras,

Sankaracarya brings out the arguments of the later Buddhists and employs
their own arguments to subdue them. It is therefore evident that the Sutrakara

would not have had the full-fledged Buddhistic thinkers at the time when
he formulated the Sutras in the Pre-Buddhistic period.

As early as first century A. D. Sabara (not the Sutrakara) criticises

the views of vijnana Vadins and Nihilists and it may probable be that some
Sutras were afloat after Sabara or even Kumarila which expounded the

Buddhistic views as revealed in the exhaustive arguments advanced
in the extensive text known as Vrttikara text in the Purva mimamsa
Sutras on 1 1 5. The Brahma Sutras

can be cogently traced in the

Vrttikara text, if the trend of arguments is pursued and it will appear that

the above Sutras are the out-come of the Vrttikara text. These Sutras or

succint expressions might have been current at the time of Sankaracarya, who
might have incorporated them as Brahma Sutras in his system to refute

Buddhistic Schools in conformity with the line of arguments employed by
Vrttikara and expounded by Sabara as Vrttikara text in his Bhasya on-1-1-5

12
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(Ihe problem of Cause and effect)

BY

Vyakarana Siromani Vedantabhusana

Pindit V. KRISHNAMACHARYA
Research Assistant, Adayar Library, Madras.

ff sfHfc %*?fWcfH3f*T !%f%c^Tsf vsTSSTW ?fif I sr

: -1

ffif ftp^R:Wl^ t xf^r SPOT:

I 3SRRI: ^^tc^tfH WW^f I 3f?2|5!n

? I

cfW ^SRTt ^FTifT'ir: f%

U'.'' .

''..'..% ' N S

i TO!'f f-Hftfir 'WW:. t rf% f^f ft^[ ?FRW
??a[

I

1, Vide: Karyakaranabliavasiddhi by Jnanasri. Tibetan Sanskrit Works Series, Vol. V
P. 3 17, Kasi Prasad Jayaswal Research Institute, Patna.

2. , Sankhyakarika. -9.
'.''.

:

;

'

:

'

.

;:
'

''
:
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'.' :

'
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.

'3. Tattvasamgrafaapaojilca. G. O. Series XXX Vol. 1 P. 24. -
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.

.
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.

:''
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1%, cf5T
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L Cf. Ibid P. 30. and Nyayamanjan Kasi Sanskrit Series, 106. Part II. P. 64.

2. ^qn^Frrf%fecf ^FW^ ^TT^fH% '^r^it i gr^R^qr

Sarvarthasiddhi 1-20.

3. Tattvamuktakalapa 124
4. "Samkhyatattvakaumudi, Verse 9. Kasi Sanskrit Series No. 123. P. 73.

5. Nayamayukhamalika, Visistadyita Vaijayanti Series Kumbhakonam P. 145.
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1. Gf. Sribfeasya II 15 and Snitaprakasika thereon.

2. Tattvasamgraha. G. O. Series 30 Vol. 1. Verse 17.

?.. Tattvasmgrahapanjika. P. 22.
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'ftfSrfct, f^fHSFS sffa SRFgfsR? *R:ferf?f *ft I 3?cf: fl" 5TPT

: ftra I i. sraFWR eft facriH f^Tw *nr i

eft

ri<i fiwrft

pi i ^TcTT^i^r - ^far - sc<m gw^ifH ^ft w^w %
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qftfwfir $ ^Tcft^cr ^f sflr ^?fNfwTf?T^ ^ft^r.sftT JST.^PT ^^f sf^rr 5

ff'ET'f ^T ^H ^
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$ ^tf ^ | I

OTT-.3* mt 3FIT

4 Bandown ^ fef? | : -Prophecies will germinate in our minds into veritable-

suggestions and will tend to realize themselves and that there is no radical diffe-
rence between

s
the action of suggestion when its result-; are purely functional

and its action when its results are organic [Suggestions and Auto snggestions ]
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1 fTf?f rf Sfre fgf^cT qf%jfif ! TO"o?'vSV(
-
,?VSi^
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^isff ^Fft ^vmi ^ft ^ft^ cf n JTTW

-

8

4

fcf>T
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(Typhon) ^ ^rli^T ^FPfT WV fH% ^FEr TWt I : ^3H% ^Tf ^5f f?Rf

"ftplff*
5
(Zeus) % *J5.fRT *!T 1 ^T^f %

l W

ftrr,

| i TRW % ^=r ftR slh: ^rr^t sfa? wfT^ ^r^t srai^iHW ferfcf ^t sfk

i ^r% ^if^vt ^r ^ 3 sfk ^ft ^T^R: ^H ^r WT^ f r

- f%^TH 3NH% 5ff?T vft?f> ^ft WWT

^fftr srfssr

3FRft J

% ^^r % q^rm cfW! ^r?^f % ^ ere ^T ?^nr 'ftnrr |

^ff ^ft i
6

I

3T*R

2

3 Mackenzie, Indian Myth and Legend, P. 65

4 Classic Myth and Legend, Mackenzie, P. 14

5 q$ WF^T'^r'ltl I

6 ^f .ft^ cfWtpTf mf I TOTOT ?fff
.

7 *The Asuras performed at the sacrifice all that the Devas performed. The
Asuras became thus of equal power with the Devas and did not yet yield to

them, |E, Vernon Arnold, The Rigved, P. 59}
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3 G. Pinches, The Religion, of Babylonia.
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6 Bume, Handbook of Folklore, Appendix C
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. .
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6 Having Slain Vritra he has liberated many mornings and years (That had been)
Swallowed by darkness [R V, 4.2. 9 :.Tr. H. 1C Wilson]

7 Mackemze, classic Myth and legend/ p. 14
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... the sound must seem an echo to the sense
'

...... The sense of inner harmony
and of Its right relation to the feeling behind what is being said, is basic to good poetry."

[ The Elements of Poetry
'

in * Problems In Aesthetics
*
Ed. by Morris Weitz & written

by M. L. Rosenthal and A. J. M. Smith, p. 427
]

2 'q^t
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*FT 'sr^'-Pi^ti'^i *fa \
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r i fpf fee*? apt S^F^R %t % fet

srcpr % ^cff^Rvr % fkt srsr^r ^>T swta $m f afa ^ sroWf $
*f?t sfe 5r^r^r - STFSC ^ ^|cft I i srtscpr ^ ^WT^R ^RT aroft sfwwfipff ifl

% (^mr ^) srf^ETOr ^^rr ^T|m | eft^ sBhrf ^t vr %HI | i

(symbol) si*% ^r sm | ftf^ srf^rftr m 5?%^f i $Rfrp 51^ w snftn ^i

i

sfk ^iwr %

i %

1 1" 1
ftfiror-ffr 3% ? ^& f firo
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tcf? i t 5*r 5i^TT wsrffc^Kft *ftffaTr ft 3??*^ ^felr | i

% *rw ^TOTO f t *ftfaranw $ tifa ^ tqfocR? wreqro sfk

% 3F? smc'TO arftsufar ^tcft t i ^ ftrarc,

5TFT 1 OT ^ Tlf^ihT ffrOTt ^ ^Sf Sff^oirf^f ^tcft |, 3fcf:

?fTH

\

^ftcff ^ f^f^T^TcfT f I ^^f Ft W7 sffa: ^TTT^cf % 3||

r?T I fff *ftcff

*? TFT sft^ ^f^ftcf ^ft STT^q^TT ^T ^gfTE^f ^ ^ft ^ ^ff ft^TT |

T,
SJTW TPT | t TFT fV % ^^f ^t

^fT?cf ^t SFf'xT ^ f^f^TTcft f I TTT

% f^r w ^Ff1

^ f^5 ff^nr ^TOT ^>T sFapsr ^^nfer ^T^T f

TFT ^T 3| 3TRt W ,

Ffcft f I f^Rf Sf^TT 5T?^ sffa m^T^jf %
TFT % ^T^I^T *r q"%^ff ^

i f?fgff| gsri | I

.
f^|pr; TJjfTf

f )

5? 5TS TFT-^ft fW W ftfdt T$ |^ ^fgfrTT OTWFf

If ^TH ^I^TT f I

sfT^: ^ftcf ^T f^w^^
%

TO r iffe^Rrm % wrfer

10
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Tfcft I . ..... s

fcs?r %

S S SI \ S I S I M S SS t S S |S

s s s n s i s n i s s s i s s \ s

1ft

1 ^f^^ % ww

3, 3

*

crrt

.- ; 5f|?ff

i v ^ % TPT i

" 2

^f f
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ft 3fHT | \ iTO sftr TFf ^JT 'ftgSR' SRT - ^T^f *? ^W WFH WT5H I I

" """"

?.
" ^R ^f *r ifftg

3 3 * ^ * * *^ * * * -s py

i

sffa: sr^if 'PTR ^ ^w* gf

fen

I

f3TT | I fiF 'aft^T % STFrT - ^FTFcf OTf

sft t STf^ra ^f%cTT (Blank verse) PT 5rfN f%m | I

1 1 ^%^TORf^r--f
?ft ^rfrGRn ^r f i %^t %

f I TfcfT 'SF? W ^!| 3ffc ^f if?

12
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]

*cmi PT srfesr srar awr ^k| *nwi % TO*

I qcT ^ft
1 %

1 ^ tpfcf qf

SRTR: far t^rw %
*, srwsr

^T f^rwf

ifw f \ ^TO ?R^ % ^ g^ ^

^TTOT ^T fcf^T WfT

%

i

" 1

13
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